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'With Malice Toward None- - With Charity For AH- - And With Firmness In The Right'
Vol. XI.

ROYvMOftA COUNTY NEW MEXICO.

Mora County Democratic
Convention

,

next Legislature.
The convention was. well attended and enthusiastic all but
two Precincts were represented.
The Convention was called at
10 o'clock A. M. by Alfonso Romero, Secretary of the County
Central Committee in the absence
of the County Chairman.
Committees were appointed on

Credentials, Permanent organization and Resolutions. The roll
of pounties being called for selection, of a member of each committee from each Precinct.
f'imiTjntinn art inn TiiVirl of 11 Rfl
in order to give the committees

time to report at

at

)

1:30.

The committee on. permanent
organization recommended that
Atty. J. B. Lusk of Roy be elected Permanent chairman and Prof.
Gallegos, of Mora and J.
E Rmsel of Milla' Secré;aries.
Mr. Lusk made a very pleasing and felicitous speech accepting the honor.
The Committee on Resolutions
submitted the following and moved their adoption. The same being adopted as the platform for
the county campaign.
.

Resolutions
Mo'raN. M. Aug. 3 1, 1914
To the Mora County Democrat- ,

We your resolution
Committee beg leave to -- submit

the following:

,

SEPTEMBER

Miss Jessie Crouse.of Roy and
Oiin Leach, of Springer,' we're
married Wednesday, May 2d,; at
Raton. Such is the announcement that brings a sense of reflected happinpss to the many
friends of these young people so
well and favorably known here.
We learn that the contracting
parties each left their respective
homes Tuesday morning meeting at French, that Rev. Russel
of Hoy "Happened" to go to Raton that day and that they, after
the required preliminrfries, repaired to the beautiful city home
of Mr. and Mrs. George Ains-wor- th
with Rev. Russel and there
accepted Jihí vows which sealed
the bond already established between "Two hearts that beat as

by the New Mexico State Democratic Convention held at the city
of Albuquerque on the 17th day
of the present month and hereby
pledge our fealty and loyalty to
the nominees of said Convention
the Hon. Harvey B. Ferguson as
member of the 64th Congress of
the U. S. and the Hon. Adolfo
P. Hill as member of the State
Corporation Commission.
We deplore official conditions!
which exist in this county there-sui- t,
as we belieye, of mismanagement and inefficiency of the
Republican Administration and
we pledge ourselves and our candidates to an earnest endeavor to one
Mr. and Mrs. Leach are now
secure the enactment of laws and
their honest enforcement which enjoying a brief honey-moowill insure to every citizen a trip to Trinidad and other cossquare deal and equal rights to mopolitan points after which
all and special privileges to none. they will be at home in Springer
We demand a strenuous earn- where the lucky groom is estabest and wide-opecampaign of lished in business.
publicity in which our candidates
amongst us, that upright and
and Democratic workers shall all
pure citizen, that loveable and
take an active part to the end that
genial husband and father, that
the abuses, usurpations and
loyal and steadfast friend, that
wrong of the past may be
and outspoken defenderof
brought directly and forcibly to brave
the cause of the common people
the people and their aid invoked
that gallant Democrat, the Honin righting them,
I
v
orable Macario Gallegos.
, We pledge .ourselves and bur ;
Therefore, be it RESOLVED
candidates to uphold the hands that we, the Democrats of the
of Governor Wm.N C. McDonald county of Mora, sincerely mourn
in his efforts to right the wrongs at his bier, and hereby tender
that have existed in this state, in our heartfelt sympathy and proregard to the matters of assess- found condolence to his bereaved
ment and taxation of property widow and orphaned children.
in regulatiug the salaries of jDoun
ty Officers to a just and reason- It was then moved that the conto the nominaable compensation in comparison vention proceed
with the duties and compensa- tion of Candidates for Represention of meii similarly employed tatives.
Eugenio Romero of Mora in a
in state and Government offices
or in private enterprises and we graceful and persuasive speech'
commend his every official act gave reasons for the nomination
and public statement as Gover- of Jesus Pacheco, of Guadalupita
and placed him in nomination
nor of New Mexico.
And lastly we pledge to each Mr. Pacheco at first declined the
other united and loyal support to nomination but was afterward
the candidates chosen by this urged to reconsider and accept.
convention for Representatives
J. E. Russel of Mills folin the Legislature and that we lowed with an effective speech
will allow no personal local or giving the claims of the three
factional differences to enter in- precincts east of Red River and
to this campaign to the detriment presenting the name of Irvin
of Democratic victory at the
Ogden Sr. Editor of the Spanish-Americaelection.
as the .unanimous
v
democrats of the
WHEREAS:
since the ad- choice of fthe
journment of the last county east end of the county.
Rafael Romero followed with
Democratic Convention, dealing
specially with local affairs, an
with the nomination of Mr.
Gallegos of Cherry Valley.
Providence has taken from
n

n

'

m

time-honore-

d

.

We were permitted to see the
plum trees, at the P. A. Roy home

before the.v were' robbid of their
fruit .Wednesday and they were
certainly n sight worth seeing.
Little trees not much taller than
your heiid were loaded down
with large purple fruit almost as
large as hen eggs until the.
branches touched the ground
and of a fl tvor you can't find" in
any of the imported fruit. Mrs.
Roy is
i roud of her peach
trees many of which are loaded
down with ripening fruit and
many of the apple trees are loadafc-n-

ed. The sam pie of "Wolf Rivers"
at the Goodman store are but a
--

trifle to what the orchard still
holds.
How much more attractive this
town would be tf all the homes
,

were to plant trees judiciously
and care for them as faithfully

for a few years.
No one can see the success the
Roys have of their orchard and
longer doubt this U a fruit land.

,

.

.

'

RESOLVED: bv the ReDre- sentatiye Democrats of Mora
County, in. Convention assem,
bled.
That we hereby reaffirm our
devotion to the
principles of Democracy as laid
down by our fathers and perpet
uated uy Jefferson Bryan and the
othet' Great Statemen who have
championed these principles.
We hereby sincerely' declare
our earnest beiiet that Woodrow
Wilson is the President of the
people ana we approve ana endorse his every Official act and
public utterance during his administration.
We endorse and approve the
platform of principles enunciated

5, 1914, No. 3

Plums and Peaches

Cróuse-Leac- h

Jesus M. Pacheco, Irvin Ogden, Sr. . Chosen Candidates
The Democratic County Convention of Mora County was held
at Mora, Monday, August 30th
for the selection of two candi
dates for Representatives to the

SATURDAY,

,

Nov-vememb-

er

I

All-Wis-

e

n

The latter

that the

declared his belief

ket could not win
with a candidate from east of the
river and declined to run unless
with some candidate from the,
west end. This declaration resulted in a lively discussion of the
claims of the, people on the east
of the river. The discussion
ended with the withdrawal of Mr
Gallegos the endorsement of Mr
Pacheco by his supporters and
the unanimous and enthusiastic
endorsement óf Mr. Pacheco and
Mr. Ogden as candidates with
whom the Democratic Party in
Mora County expects, with the
aid of the State Central Committee to win a sweeping victory
this fall.
Hon. Rafael Romero then delivered a pleasing powerful and
effective' address outlining the
situation the plans and the prospects for(the campaign and paying his respects to the administration and individuals who had
made Democratic success necessary as well as possible in order to right conditions no longer
sufferable and pledging the democracy of Mora County backe.d
by the democratic State and National Administrations to the
task of reform and to
by the people
and for the people.
The convention adjourned
tic

amidst the best sof

good-fellowshi- p

and the Central Committee
Continued on page
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LITTLE

DAINTY

SACKS

FARMER 'DETERMINES- EFFICIENCY OF FARM
-

BEAUTIFUL
MATERIALS
USED
FOR THESE GARMENTS.

LEATHER

MAT EASILY

MADE

With Maple Leaf for Pattern Its Con.
structlon Is Simple Pyrographic
Work Improves It
' The

rtr

--

a

attractive table mat outlined In
the drawing shown herewith can be
Best of Them Are Expensive and, As made by any person, even though that'
person has no skill in professional or
a Rule, Could Scarcely Be Copied
amateur leather working.
For the
by an Ordinary Seamstress
center of the mats a piece of leather
Pretty Tea Coat.'
about six inches in diameter is needed.

wy.
t4j

(By MARY DEAN.)

Matinees in charming form are
shown in profusion just now, and during this warm weather one should have
a plentiful supply of these dainty and
comfortable little sacks. Along with
other lingerie ""garments the matinee
has taken on new
daintiness and attractiveness ; o f
late and one sees
the most exquisite
little sacks and
tea coats made of
beautiful silken

A""

tórA'A

aMaaAA

A'
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Improved Farm Implements Are Great Time and Labor Saver.
The farmer himself, In the last
analysis, determines the efficiency of
every successful farming enterprise,
according to the government's farm
management Investigations. These in- Vnt1crntlnna warn parrioil nn in deter
mine lust what were the main factors
making for success in agriculture.
The farmer who comprehends and applies the principles of good farm organization, selection, of good seed, tillage, and feed, who is quick, to understand the readjustment and improvement of existing systems in case of
need, is the farmer who gets the maximum result with the minimum expenditure of money and effort.
Although the farmer may not understand the meaning of "applied economics," he will many times, through experience and training, know how to
use the science much better than one
versed only in the general theories.
The United States department of ag
riculture s investigator nas listed otner
factors of efficiency in farming as'
lows:
The magnitude of the business,
whether measured by area of land
farmed, amount of working capital employed, or the number of days of productive labor provided.
Organization, which determines the
degree of diversity of enterprises on
the farm which may be made to provide full occupation to the available
labor and equipment while avoiding
the necessity of hiring large amounts
,
of extra labor.
System of management: It is shown
that netehhnHriB' farmfirR with similar
types of farming, devote very different
amounts of time to the various classes
of enterprises on their farms because
of the lack of standard systems of
management of these enterprises, and
it Is not always the man who devotes
the most time to an enterprise who
makes the largest profits from it.
Lack of system means lost motion and
useless work.
A
Adaptability of enterprises: In or:
der that the . farm may be profitable
the crops and live stock maintained
upon it must be adapted not only to
local condition of soil and climate but
also to existing economic conditions.
Quality of the business: The income
per animal unit is a very Important
factor in profit. Yield per acre 1b also
important, but less so than the income per animal ünlt. Moderate
yields may be more - profitable than
very high yields.' .
On a farm which combines a large
number of these factors of efficiency,
profits are greater than on those
which are efficient in fewer things.
Many other factors of efficiency
exist, but they are not here dealt with
for lack of sufficient data.
Adaptability of Enterprises.
One of the most Important factors
in determining profit in farming is the
adaptability of enterprises to soil and
climatic conditions, and especially to
existing economic conditions.
The following táble gives an estimate of the average labor income for
.

,

;

.

,

.

one of the leading dairy counties in
the state of Wisconsin and one of the
leading dairy counties in the state of
Massachusetts. The calculations are
based on census figures in so far as
these are available.
The estimated cost of maintenance
of buildings, implements and machinery taxes, and miscellaneous expenses
are based on the resulta of
surveys and other investigations conducted by the office of farm
management. Unfortunately, certain
items necessary to determine accurately the labor income are missing.
To sum up, the labor Incomes, together with the interest on the investment, which make up the farm in
come, require the following modifica'
tion in order to represent the sum
available annually for the family living: The farm income should be increased by the amount of milk and
cream consumed on the farm where
it is produced and by the amount
earned by the farm family from other
sources than the farm, including, of
course, interest on investments other
than in the" farm, and it should be reduced by the amount paid for live
stock bought The figures are therefore only of value as a comparison between different regions, for the same
defects inhere in the estimates of the
two regions.
Estimate of the Average Labor Income
for Farms In a Leading: Dairy County
farm-manageme-

stuffs, chiffons,
laces, fine batiste,
etc. Such mat-

inees are expensive, and though
some of the models seem comparatively simple of
construction they
could scarcely be
Blue Crepe de
copied by an ordi
Chine and Lace.
nary seamstress
One tea coat in particular was shown
which was peculiarly attractive. The
body of the jacket was made in loose
sack Bhape of pale apricot chiffon over
shadow lace. The looseness of the
sack was held in place by two narrow
black velvet ribbon bands, which were
attached to a high waist line at the
center of the back, and passing under
the arms encircled the body and were
drawn up and fastened in front at the
V. The collar, sleeve and lower edge
of trimming were

A

of fine

cream-colore-

d

Italian lace.
Simpler of line
than some of the
other negligees,
yet not less beautiful, is a tea coat
of Pompadour
chiffon. It is made

,

-

Total

........;............
.,'

Expense

20
885

$ 1.566

$1,795

.....

Labor
.,..$146
1
Fertilizers
44
Feed
Maintenance of buildings, 4.5
102
per cent
y
Maintenance of implements,
74
etc., 20 per cent
' 62
Taxes, 4.6 per cent

v

Morning Frock.

$627
74

,

896

148
81
48

:

Total (designated expenses)

429

$1,274

Miscellaneous expenses.......

64

181

493

1,463

Total (all expenses).......

Farm income
........$
Interest on investment, 6 per

1,073

$

"A

frock for morning
wear in town is made of white cotton
crepe striped narrowly with brown.
The skirt has a long tunic and the
loose waist is cut In raglán style with
deep collar and cuffs of white crepe
hemstitched in brown. A belt of patent leather adds a smart finishing
touch. For alternate wear with the
leather belt there is a wide girdle and
sash bow of brown moire ribbon which
fastens easily under the bow with snap
buttons.
A

good-lookin- g

,

U

,

stock

and Styles Are Already
Known and It Is to Be a
Season of Color.

Materials

Chiffon weight broadcloths with high

luster finish will be shown among the
new. materials in the early fall.

Broadcloths with colored stripes run
ning along the selvage of the material are popular.
Roman striped zibelines will also be
shown.
Gabarcline-Duvetya new material
for tailor mades, will be launched this
uu a, icium
eeabuu. At in tul cun.
finlnh nr tmrfn'fl and it ia claimed.
possesses excellent wearing qualities.
Plain and striped velvets, in soft
supple quality, will also feature
amonsr th comine season's
materials.
Mousseline, net, lace and plain and
printed chiffons are exploited in the
late summer frocks.
One charming model shows narrow
underskirt of white lace with long
tunic and bolero corsage of white chifion printed 'in paie yieiiow.
Another Bhows narrow skirt of white
net over soft white tiatin made with
three graduated tucks. The lower part
of the tunic is of finely plaited white
net. The upper part is of sheer embroidery scalloped on the edge. The
corsage is of net and embroidery combined. The short, rather tight sleeves
are of net made with four graduated
tucks of net.
prom-inentl-

v

-

Lucky Bead Necklace,
The Dry Goods Economist says that
a dainty little necklace composed
d
beads
chiefly of glass
which are commonly supposed to have
a lucky influence is being shown.
These bean beads are combined with
small pearl and tiny' gold, silver or
metal beads. The glass
beads come in various colors, such as
green,' amber, blue,' etc These necklaces can be bought made up, or the
lucky bean beads can be purchased in
quantities to be made up in the home.
bean-shape-

bean-shape- d

Keep .Your Spools.

830

Renovating Black Straw. '
To renovate a black straw hat which
897
675
..'
cent '.
67
658
Labor income
has become old and rusty looking, go
over it several times with a cloth satuShould be increased by the value of
rated in alcohol. When dry, the straw
home-use- d
receipts
cream
and
milk and
from outside sources. Should be decreased will be as black and glossy as when
by the amount paid for
chased.

FOR THE AUTUMN

FASHIONS

n,

v

42
576

around the circle, overlapping them
little. Glue the leaves firmly down
about an inch from the edge of the
circle. If you have a pyrography set
the veins of the leaves may be outlined with the needle. If not a stiff
pen and drawing ink may be used to
give the effect of the veins.

.

of a rathe? heavy
quality of chiffon.
The foundation
material is black
In Wisconsin and One in Massachiffon but almost
chusetts.
hidden by clusters
Selected county in
of roses of the
of Comparison. Wisconsin, setts.'
loveliest shade of
6,433
3,336
Number of farms
pink,
from deep
Improved land per farm,
rose
to
the palest Lace and Chiffon.'
34.2
65.0
acres
5.02
of shell, with green leaves.
Number of cows perarm 12.7
Improved land per cow,
This mode is made in Empire style,
4.80
B.33
acres
the waist line being defined by alterTotal farm investment... ..$10,300 37,945 nate bands of narrow ecru insertion
8,282
2,279
Value of farm buildings
and shirred bands of the material in
Value of implements and
the same width. The short sleeves are
405
868
machinery
finished by similar trimming, which
108
42
Dairy products, per ' cow
across the sleeves. To the
continues
;
Value of Products.
Dairy products (exclusive of '
band trimming at the waist line there
home-use- d
S33
605
milk and cream)
attached a long peplum rounding
1
.... is
Wool and mohair.............
away
from the front to a pointed shape
183
124
;
Poultry products '
the
at
back.
318
175
sold
animals
Domestic
Domestic animals slaughtered
Value of crops not fed

Any novice can make the leaf shapes
by using a maple leaf for a pattern.
Cut out enough leaves to reach all

pur-

'

new.

Keep empty reels of thread; they
are useful In a hundred ways. In the
kitchen and clothes closet they make
excellent pegs. Drive a long, large
headed nail through the hole and you
have a wooden peg with rounded edgea
that will not tear the cloth.

.

THE CPiJOSnAIIEEICA.
Restrespectlve.
"I have lived 67 years, last grass,"
ronfessed the 01
Codger, "during

i

H. Goodman and family, W. G.

Johnson and family and Joe Adler
and Wilcott Russel spent Sunday
at the R.W. Mitchell home out on
Co. line east of
the

Like to

Musical Query;
Another thing we don't understand
about a grand opera orchestra is why
Dallas News,

u

MM

,

-

111.

UUVil

4.

A

IV JL

UIO

V1

4

11V

V

KfKJ

duplicated in the east on $100 per
aeré land with corn making 30bu
to50 per acre and cane 2ton maize
45bu beans 400to500 lbs. wheat 25
cane 35 and water melons so large
that you can hardly lift them aud
every thing else proportionately
good, we are not surprised at Mr.
Mitchell wearing a smile that
, never disappears.

them. The hand is inserted in the
water very cautiously- under the fish
when he is resting quietly with his
head upstream and if the touch of the
finger is light he will sometimes allow,
himself to be tickled sllghtly4 When
the hand is well under the fish he is
flung cut of the water over the "tick'
ler's" shoulder.

'
;-

-'

M

,,

-

ly

.

Hope for Success.
As to being prepared for defeat, I
certainly ara not. Any man-whis pre
pared for defeat would be half defeat-- !
ed before he commenced. I hone for
ituccess, shall do all in my power to se
cure it, and trust to God for the rwL
Admiral Farragut.
o

Bilk-worm-

ii
i

milll.,!.!!.!!

Vain Man'j Weakness.

ly dauphter who has flown from

'UDDEN

Chinese Reverence for Dead.
Chinese revere the dead to euch
The
the home nest.
an exten that when the demise of a
Chinaman occurs he is buried for
The little child of Juan Romero three years. x At the end of this time
died at Mora Monday evening. the body is dug up and the bones
a vase. The vase and Its
The mother foimerlj Miss An placed in are
then interred for all fucontents
-

Daniel

Tingling That "oretellt Death.
Among the Scotch peasantry :iaer
Is a belief in the ':death bell." a ting-

ling In the ear which forebodes the
death of a friend.

Better find out for yourself
by reading our new serial

Dally Thought
The yell which covers the face of
futurity was woven by the hand of
V
mercy. Bul wer.

Householders Mutt Keep Cats.
In
the law is that eyary
louse must have at least one cat.

Miss Nirá Nutter, who has
been a guest at the parental J. N
Nutter home on the ranch, north
east of town, returned to Dawson
Monday to resume her school
work, Her sister Mis.s Shirley
Nutter will visit her at Dawson
for a time before returning to her
school work here.

with a fine flow of language. Cicero.

Hong-Kon-

To Clean Stove.
When cleaning a stove that has
been splashed with fat from the frying
pans the best plan is to take a piece
of rag and dip it into the soft soot at
the back of the stove, rubbing the
greasy Darts before applying the
blacking. This Improves the appearance of the stove, and you can polish
it without difficulty.
"

DIUDIHU,!

HI

.u i.Wja,ijl)7

Another
of
Belasco's
Big
Stage
Slice esses

;

,

v."

A story with a popular
appeal that has caused
widespread discussion.

Undecided.

,

W may well be astonished at the
certificate recently submitted
death
Costly Food.
by
a
native
doctor at an inquest in
may
yet
to
be able
Some genius
"I think she died or
India.
oats.
wild
make breakfast food of
want of food, or on
life
lost
her
for
World.
Vancouver
account of starvation and perhaps for
other things of her comfortables, and
The Heroic Poem.
most probably she died by drowning."
He who would write a he;oic poem
must make his uncle Líe a aeróle
far-awa- y

Millcn.

,.

13 fly

Dally Thought
If I had to choose between the. two,
I would rather have sound common
sense without eloquence than folly

poem.

II.

Governor's

g

.

wealth
brings discontent
and ambition to
Slade. His wife,

woa simple, home-lovin- g
man, who shared his days
of poverty, fails to rise to
the new conditions and he
decides to divorce her in
favor of a beautiful young
woman. Slade wins political honors but loses

ture time.

Hayes neighborhood and
who is well known in Roy has
been appointed Postmaster at
Sigel Illinois, Mr. Schutte took
the Civil Service Examination
last spring and was the lucky oue
from a number of applicants.
Sigel, is Frank's home town and
has a population of six or seven
hundred people his many friends
in Roy an d vicinity hasten to congratulate him on his success in
securing the position.

lllllll

s

Pity the poor devil whose vanity
Mrs. Elizabeth Crouse return
swollen to tie point that he thinks
has
ed last week from Kansas and is
he can Influence a woman in the matat the parental S. K. Crouse home ter of dress. Houston Post.
tryiDg to take the place of the on-

We have been informed that
Frank Schutte, who proved, up on
a claim east of town in the Pax-ton- -

umiii

:

The Kansas Club met with
Mrs. W, H. Willcox Wednesday.
Members present were M'mes.
jv, a. Koy,iN. o. ivjcaiimmy, r.ivi
Ogden, Geo, Lucas M. D. Gibbs.
Product Requires Work of Many.
Two thousand nine hundred
Dinner was served at the
are required to produce one
Oriental JHotel and the afternoon
pound of silk, but It takes 27,000
was spent atthe Willcox home spiders to produce one pound of weii.
in social intercourse.

tonia Trujillo, of Solano, was
here last week visiting the parental Trujillo home and the child
became ill while here.
Friends of both families extend
sympathies ' in their bereave,
ment.

'

I

fiSefYoo

all the fiddlers finish at the same time
when they are playing different tunea.

Roy. kr. Mitchell and sons have
Tickling Trout
nearly 400 acres in crops this,
Tickling trout is an ancient If not
year and better crops than they exactly honorable; way of catching
.JLIH

svy

which I can truthfully say that I have
one little to be ashamed of and still
less M be proud of." Kansas City
Star,

LOCAL NEWS,

Mora-Unio-

'

li

-

Get th$ Issue With
the First Installment
"Something Clue."
"something blue" that the bride
ears when soing to the altar is generally a pair of garters. A recently-see- n
pair was a bridesmaid's gift,
knitted in the palest blue silk, very
evenly done with a pair of fine
needles, and given silver clasps set
with turquoises and seed pearls.
Tfc.9

v

TOE SPANKSII.AMERICAN.
Merely Curiosity.
"Did you call for the police?" asked
the officer as he came up out of

III BELGIUM

ADVANCE GUARD OF THE FRENCH

J, U ik

,

'Yep," replied
"How be ye?"

"What's

r

i

,!

v

breath."

v

"

..

Corntossel.

Farmer

;

the

Is

Idea?

anything

wrong?".
"Not a thing. I've read bo much
about you folks In the paper that I
thought I'd like to Bee how one of you

4

really looks."

,

'.

.

H l War Prophecy In Bible.
While looking over books belonging
to the family, George Fletcher of
near here, found written in an
old Bible in the handwriting of his fa
'

--

A

i

u

i(

Is,

il.

Gil-let- t,

""w

i.itkjt'

--
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Picture of the advance guard of the French forces as It JoIüd the Belgian army that was stubbornly resisting
the Invasion of the Germans.

GERMS

ELEVEN SHIPS

THE WAR DAY BY DAY

WIN

SH

I

Field Marshal Sir John
French, commander of the British
forces, estimates British casualties
from Aug. 23 to 26 between 5,000 and
8,000 and Bays German losses In battle
of all proporfor Bame time were out owing
to Ger- FIVE GERMAN BOATS SENT, TO
tion to British losses,
PAU WIPES OUT GERMAN ARMY man attack being made in dense formor
ation between 800 and 900 dead
BOTTOM By BRITISH GUNS
CORPS BRITISH FORCES DE-- x
wounded Germans being counted In one
street. Germans win '. battle at St.
OFF HELIGOLAND.
FEATED.
r
Quentin, sixty miles from Paris. An
says
report,
German
Amiens, France,
advance for a week has been one of
Incredible rapidity, the Germans never
giving the British a moment's rest
Dispatches from Austrian headquar- SIX FLEE, THEN PERISH
KONIGSBERG IS SIEZED ters say million n men are engaged ex-In
frontier
battle on
tending 100 miles, from Vistula river
to Dniester river. Russian war office
says 3,000 taken prisoners in operations
and same number near HUNDREDS OF GERMANS KILLED
RUSSIAN SIEGE GUNS CRUSH DE- east of Lemburg
Podora. Five bombs of aviator peril
Paris. Japs, land near
WHILE OTHERS JUMPED AND
FENDERS AS MILLION MEN
says
mili
29.
dispatch
Aug.
Paris
WERE DROWNED.
FIGHTONFROÑTIER.
tary governor has ordered all resiof
the
zone
Within
action
of
dents
evacuate and
city's defending iorts-tüestroy tneir nouses wiinin limr uaya. Western Newspaper Union News Service.
and Brit
Telegraphing London reports that French
London, Aug. 31.
every gun ana man
are
gathering
ish
London, Aug. '31. Eleven German
Daily
Mail's possible to check German advance on
from Dieppe, France, the
ships
in all were sunk in the engage
uermau huiiih 111 an
fans, üiievenFriday's
correspondent says the
engagement off ment Friday off Heligoland.
in
were
sunk
Six of
.i
mnn 4.OTma1
in Dieppe officially announced that a II II .1 .,4
escaped
which
the
toward
those
eni
all
to London advices, from
German army corps .has been wiped According
sides comes the news- that Konigsberg, of the battle are reported to have
out, by the French." General Pau's the great German seaport on the Baltic, is falling before the big guns of gone to the bottom before they wero
troops.
he Russian army. "Vienna dispatch able to reach the German coast.
Btates that Emperor Francis Joseph
been quite wen since war Degan. ' Destroyers, which arrived in London
Chronicle's has
London, Aug. ;31-Report from Amsterdam says Germans Saturday, described the efforts mado
correspondent sends have blown up railway bridges be- St. Petersburg
by the British ships to rescue the
ween Holland ana
the unofficial report that the Russiaa Rhenish
Prussia. Powers worry over
crews of the vessels destroyed and to
'
'
forces, hotly pursuing the German attitude of Turkey.
Dick ud from the water those who
army, succeeaed during the confusion
Aug. 28, Germans plunge through jumped from the decks of the burning
in entering KonigsVerg, and took the center of allies. Four German ships
sunk and fifth is wrecked by British German cruiser. After a few of the
town and fortress.
squadron In North Sea. Ten. million struggling sailors had been taken
Pussians rally to flag as Slav iorce
beats Its way to Berlin. French and aboard . the English pinnaces, a Ger
London. DispaJches'. from Austrian Britons
driven from border and forced
headquarters say that 1,000,000 men to abandon position from Lille to Mau- - man squadron appeared, forcing them
btuge. according to Berlin report, jap to beat a' hasty retreat, leaving the
are engaged In the battle on the
Bhips flee as shells rain, is statement rest to their fate.
.'-.''- .
frontier. The battle line from Tslng-Tauanaaa brigaae sans
Two hundred" men were rescued
for war. Because of the
extends from the Vistula river to the cf
Í40.000.000 war levy. Germans have from the German cruiser Mainz before
100
The
miles.
Dniester river, over
threatened to seize all the iamouu
In Brussels.
Advices from it went to the bottom. They consist
Russians ' have penetrated more than Dalntlngs
China report the sinking of a German chiefly of stokers and engineers.
torpedo boat destroyer and many uer
twenty miles into Austrian territory,
iyi o it martho nrmr
lavm a n ruaprviRrfl
The British guns shot with such
a
office
issued
war
Russian
The
to aid In terrific force and accuracy,' they say,
are pouring Into Tsing-Ta- u
statement declaring the fighting on defense ot German station.
that most of the men on the decks of
the frontier more deadly even than
Aug. 27. French and British armies the German vessel were killed before
on battle line 250 rrlles across still op
that on the French frontier.
DOBintr advance of German forces. Kal
the cruiser sank. Hundreds jumped
"In east Prussia." continues the ser
Wilhelm der Groase sunk' off west overboard and were drowned.
and
coast of Africa. Germans occupy clt
Russian war office, "the garrisons
.The British cruisers engaged in the
of Lille. Valenciennes and Roubalx.
fortresses of Thorn and Graudenz, ies
Thousands reported slain as Germans battle bear little outward evidence of
part
taking
perore
are
pour big shells Into Longwy
east of the Vistula,
.'
the tremendous conflict.
surrenders. Stated that British
with a large number of siege guns. We city
preto
occupied
have
marines
ustend
are bad
torpedo
boáts
Some
of
the
have taken 3,000 prisoners in the op vent Germans from getting foothold on
upper
structure,
foltheir
ly
in
victory
wrecked
English
Channel. Russian
erations east of Lemberg (capital ot lows Russian
victory In the reports of
no irreparable damage was dono
Galicia).
the fierce fighting In eastern Germany, but
any
to
over
battles
of the British craft. Some of
which
the
and
fields
the
"Neat Podgorz, just south of the raged are said to be littered with Gerescaped without a mark or
the
craft
Vistula, the enemy lost 3,000 men and man dead; St. Petersburg reports
folSeeburg
of the great conflict.
near
a
reminder
Germans
routed
of
we captured four guns, a number
lowing desperate Russian charge. AntNews quoted', a non
Evening
The
guns
werp reports Belgians driven back by
caissofis of ammunition and nine
in second battle of Malines commissioned officer, who was in the
.when Germans
abandoned by the AustrianB
Secretary Bryan urges Americans to thick of the naval battle and whose
' '
they crossed the Zolokia. North of leave Kurope. French troeps repulse
along the Meuse. At Tsing-Ta- u destroyer picked up many German
Tomacbeff we took 1,000 prisoners and Germans
Vice Admiral Sadakichi Kato from wounded, as follows:
surrounded and defeated the Hun his flagship the battleship Suko sent a
message to Governor Meyer
"We came upon the German ships
garlan Fifteenth division east of Tom wireless
a blockade of the unawares. The action was very hot
declaring
Waldeck
acbeff, entire regiments surrendering. leased territory of
Later
Japs warships appeared out- while it lasted and we must have done
"The enemy is making its principa the
side the harbor and shelled a small
Many of the" Gerefforts 'In the direction of Lublin (in Island off the coast, The German gov- a lot Of damage.
badly
twelve of
mans
Ameriwere
wounded;
R.
Peck,
Willis
notified
e
ernor
ninety-fivmiles
Russian Poland,
can consul at
he had them died on the way and were
that
southwest of Warsaw), where the twenty-fou- r
hours to leave, If he so
"
desired., Mr. Peck, however, elected to buried at sea,"
v
:
fighting is fierce,"
J
remain.
.
prisoners
from the
Ninety
German
eastern
encounters
in
Scattered
Leith.
landed
at
Aug.
been'
Maina
26.
have
new'
War
form
Galicia have developed into a general Cabinet, withFrench
Presias
Vlvianl
Rene
is
one
and
Eight
officers
are
of
them
battle extending 100 miles from the dent of the Council and Millerand' War
Von
son
of
Admiral
to
to
said
dispatch
the
be
Secretary.
A
the
London
southern districts of Lublin, in RU3 Dally Mail says after ten days of
d
fighting Russia is In posseps-sio- n Tirpitz, the German minister of the
sian Poland, to a point beyond Lent
Prussia. Japan fails In navy. Sixteen of the prisoners are
berg in Galicia, says the St. Peters sortieofonEast
and set- Buffering from wounds.
fort at Tslng-Ta- u
Man,
Daily
of
r
the
burg correipondent
tles down to siege.
Aug.
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Austro-Russia-
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Kiao-Cho-

v

ther, William Fletcher, 22 years ago, a
prophecy which says, in part: "In the
year 1914 there will be wars in every
corner of the earth."
William Fletcher was a learnea
man, and based his prophecy on calculations made through a study of the
Bible. Towanda (Pa.) Dispatch to
Philadelphia Record.
-
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May Find Help in This

Letter.
Swan Creek, Mich. "I cannot speak
too highly of your medicine. When
through neglect or
overwork I get run
down and my appe
tite is poor and I
have that weak, lan
guid, always tired
feeling, I get a bottle of Lydia E. Pink- -

ham's Vegetable

it

,

Compound, and
builds me' up, gives
me strength, and re-

re

--

:

The

:

jvuincnen-iiiaaDec-
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an
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non-payme- nt
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Klao-Cho-

Kiao-Cha-

TIRED

stores me to perfect
health again. It is truly a great blessing to women, and I cannot speak too
highly of it. I take pleasure in recommending it to others." Mrs. Annib
Cameron, R.F.D., No. 1, Swan Creek,
Michigan.

Another Sufferer Believed.
Hebron, Me. "Before taking your
remedies I was all run down, discour
aged and had female weakness. I took
Lydia E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound and used the Sanative Wash, and
find today that I am an entirely new
woman, ready 'and willing to do my
housework now, where before taking:
your medicine it was a dread. I try to
impress upon the minds of all ailing;
women I meet the benefits they can.
derive from your medicines."
Mrs.
Rowe, k. F. D., No. 1,
Hebron, Maine.

Charles

,

If yon want special advice
write to Lydia E. Pinkham Med
icine Co., (confidential) Lynn,
Mass. ' Your letter wil be opened,
read and answered by a woman
and held in strict confidence.

Your Liver
Is Clogged Up
That's .Why You're lirea-u- ut
Have No Appetite.
CARTER'S LITTLE
LIVER PILLS
will

put you right

ot aorw

,4V
carters

in a tew aays.

They do

I 11 KILLS.
their duty.
CureCon-- '
VaL""
supation,
piousness, indigestion anu
J"

-

I
r.

m..r.ct..h.
.n. m...

SMALL PILL, SMALL DOSE, SMALL

PRICL

Genuine must bear Signature

-

"

hand-to-han-

I

HOWARD

E. BURTON

A8SAYER

ANC

CHEMIST

r.
i
Sllmir. ln,d. $1 . Gold
Silver, 75c ; Gold, 80c ; Ztnc or Copper, $1. Mallín

nA

Silver "blossom" Stick Pins (pure Bllver)g)rlM
-

,.11.50. Leadvllle. Colo.
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Notice For Publication

NOTICE OF PUBLICATION
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Benfer

Simon

,

vs

1

)

.

.

Gertrude E Benfer

CAL NEWS

I "

"

'

' -

Mora,

October Term, A.

--

First Class Meals, Goo Rooms
1

Competent Service.

Block

Great-Wester- n

1914.

The said defendant, ' Hertrude E.
Benfer, Is hereby notified .that a, suit
in Divorce
has been , commenced
against you in the District Court for
the County of Mora State, of New
Mexico, by,said Simon Benfer on the
ground of 'abandonment that unless
you enter or cause to be entered your
appearance in' said suit on or . before
the 28th day of September A. D, 19 r4
decree PRO CON PESSO therein Will
be rendered against you. '.

Mrs Ida E. V. at on, Prop.

Roy, N. M.,

.Seal

T"iIn.'.,J

FREE

Josephine Pacheco
Proprietors

,

Good Meals. 25 cts
treat you right
Across from the Bank, Eoy.N.Wf.
We reed you well and

'

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

Department of the InterlóV.
Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

U. S.

July

29 1914

Notice is hereby given that Jasper
N. Nutter of Roy, Mora County, New
,

Mexico, who, on Oct. 8, 1910, made H.
E. Serial No. 012225, for the EJ SE,
Sec. 14 and the WJ SWJ Section 13
Notice For Publication
Township 20 N. Range 26 E., N. M.
P. Meridian, has filed notice of inDepartment of the interior,
tention to make Three. Year Proof,
U. S. Land Office at Cláyton, R M. to establish claim to the land above
described, before W. H Willcox, U. S.
Aug. 121914,.
Roy.
Notice is hereby given that George Commissioner, at h's office at Sep't.
New
E Cochrane of Mills.N. M.who on Feb. 1914. Mexico, on the 14th day of
'
1908
26,
made HE Serial 01167 Add'l
Claimant names as witnesses.
8--

.

FREE

lan c a

B

Emilia Romero

;

TitoMeleniz
WANTED: A few Pigs weigh- J. B, Lusk Esq.
Roy New Mexico
Clerk
ing 25 t 50 pounds. Call at
Attorney for Pi aintiff, ,
Variety Machine Works. Roy
New Mexico,

Casa

.

In the District Court,1 bounty of

The Roy Gafe

Restaurant"

Department of the Interior,
U, S. Laud office at Clayton, N. M.
Aug 12 1914.
Notice is hereby, given that Belle
Morford of "David N. M. who,' on
June 19 16 ll,1 made HE Serial No.
0l3414for NEJ Sec. 18 Township 18, N.
Raiige 30 E.''! N. ; M. P. Meridian has
filed notice of intention to make final
three year proof, to establish claim to
the land above described before VV.H.
Willcox ' TJ. S. Commissioner,1 at,
his office at Roy,N. M. on the 24 day
of Sept, 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Ira Wood
of David New Mex.
"
John II. Wood
Julian Gonzales
Jose Tranquilina Garcia Albert N M.
Paz Valverde,
Register,
,

I 2323

9--

George Al. Tower
WJ SEi;SJ-NE- l
9 5
8
Oscar Blunk
and
J
Ivey
F.
Edwin
Sec 12, Township21 North Range 25 E
Thomas C. Scott
N. m. P. Meridian, has filed
notice
All of Roy, Mora Co., New Mexico
of intention to make firjal Five year
proof, to establish claim to the land
'
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
above described, before F H Foster,
.
U.S. Commissioner at his office at Roy Department of the Interior.
New Mexico on the 24 day of Sept. U. S. Land Office. at Clayton, N. AT.
08704

and

d

forEi-SWl.an-

NEi-S-

8--

Ei

SEJ-NW-

.

Viim

.

..

i

.

9--
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Memoirs of Napoleon
The personal reminiscences

of Baron de Méheval, for
thirteen years private secretary to Napoleon Bonaparte,
bring out, as no history can, many enlightening and
interesting side lights on the character of that greatest of
leaders. De Méneval's descriptions have the piquancy
and interest possible only because he was an actual eyewitness of the scenes and incidents of which he writes.
Their reliability and historical interest can be judged by
the fact that the very conservative French Academy
publicly recommends them.

A SPECIAL OFFER TO OUR READERS
'By special arrangement' with the publishers of Collier's, The
National "Weekly, we are able to give these valuable and interesting
Memoirs free with a year's subscription to Collier's and this publication, at a price less than the lowest net cash subscription price of
the two papers. Only a limited quantity of these Memoirs is
available, however, so to get the benefit of this special offer you
must act quickly.

--

'

.

WHAT YOU GET IN COLLIER'S
Collier's is the one big, fearless, independent Weekly of the whole
country. ; Its editorials are quoted by every paper in the Union.
It stands always for the; best interests of the greatest number of
the people. Among its contributors are such writers as George
Wallingford,"
Randolph Chester, author pf

"

k'.

Meredith Nicholson, Amélié Rives, H. G Wells, Hamlin Garland,,
Mary Roberts Rinehart, Henry Beacli Needham, etc. It numbers
among its correspondents suchMiien as Jack London, Arthur Ruhl,
'
V
H
James B. Connolly, and Henry Reuterdahl.
It is a magazine for the whole family Editorials, Comments on
Congress, Photographic News of the World, Short and Serial
''
Stories by the greatest writers of the day.

.

SJ-SW-

;

$2.50
1 ,5U )
1

Spanish-America- n

Special combination price
including
the three-vol- ume Memoin 01 napoleon,
postpaid . -

....

W

Call or send Subscriptions to this office. If you. are. already a
subscriber, your subscription will be extended for a year from its
'
'
."
.' p
,. '
'..
present date of expiration.
!

The

Spanish-America- n

-

?

a

,

Collier's -

9--

...

In Three Volumes

'

29 1914

Notice is hereby given that Pietro
Claimant names as witnesses,
Cogo
of Roy New Mexico, who on
M. S, Bentiey
Ben W. Hobson
made fit. E. No. 24706 Serial No 06759
Sam Fessler
;
...
Lew Peiffer for NW1, Sec. 10, Township21N Range
all of Mills, N. M.
26 E., N. M. P. Meridian, has filed
notice of intention to make
Five
.Pfiz Valverde,
Register.
Year Proof, to establish claim to the
land above described, before F. H.
Foster, U. S. Commissioner, at his
office, at Roy, N. M.,' on the 14th
Notice to the Public
day of Sept. 1914.
On account of the heavy movement
Claimant names as witnesses.
Bernardo Rigoni,
of grain and other crops, the railroad
Giacomo Rigoni,
companies traversing this state urge
Ltandro Archuletá ,
the necessity of all shipper expediting
John Schneider
the movement of same by prompt re8
5
All of Roy Nevr Mexico
leasing of cars at destination, and the
loading of all cars to their maximum
capacity in order to prevent a scarcity
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
of cars for shipment of crops and Department of the Interior.
'
IT. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M..
other freight. ,
,
July 29 1914.
U shippers will be rendering a. com
is hereby given that Albert
Notice
mendable public service by complying S, Hoskins, of Roy,
New Mexico, who
wiih the 'desires of the railroad com- on
made H. E. and Add.
Sec.
panies in this respect and this Commis Serial 05285 and 09023, for J
14
23,
and
Sec.
NJ
SWJ
this
would
sion
be done in
urgti that
14 and Ni-NSec. 2. T:wnship 20N
every instance possible. On account Range
27 E. N.M. P. Meridian, has.
of the war situation and the blockad- filed notice of intention to make
ing of exports at water terminals Five Year Proof, to establish claim
manv cars are tied up for extensive to the land above described, before
periods, and those in service between F. H. Foster, U. S. Commissioner at
inland points are urged to be released his office, at Roy, N. M on the the!4
day of Sept. 1914.
promptly, and loaded to capacity,
Claimant names as witnesses.
STATE CORPORATION,
B. W, Stürgís
William Bowman
R. W. Mitchell,
R. w.Boulware,
Santa Fe N.M. August 13 1914.
All of Roy New Mxico.
Dally Thought.
With a little more patience and a
little less temper, a gentler and wiser
method might be found in almost
every case, and the knot that we cut
by Borne fine, heady quarrel scene in
private life or in public affairs, by
Aro You
Woman
some denunciatory act against what
we are pleased to call our neighbor's
vices, might yet have been woven by
the hand at sympathy. Stevenson. :
8--

:

July

1914.
'

Keep Faith With Yourself.
Success in life means keeping one's
faith with oneself and with one's
friends. . It means being content to
travel along the path of righteousness
in spite of the fact that worldly good
and ease do hot lie1 along that path.
Most of all it means "to, be honest, to
be kind, to earn a little and. to; spend
a little less," and to take joy lú the
world and to .spread happiness and Joy
"
to all near you. '
;
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SILVER
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TREASURY SECRETARY OPPOSES
BILL

BUY

TO

IfOFC

15,000,000

OUNCES OF METAL.

--

War

storage an almost record srapply of this extra
grade of rubber.
'
And we paid about June prices.

Goodyear Prices

DOESN'T SEE NECESSITY

It is Folly Today to Pay More
Tread
30x3 Plain
"
30x3M "
"
"
34x4
"itS
t
37x5

DECLARES NEEDS OF TREASURY
HAVE ALREADY BEEN

SUPPLIED.

A

.

15.75

.

M

Nw Servlc.
Washington. It became .definitely
known Saturday that the. proposed legislation for the benefit of the silver
mining industry, providing for the
purchase by the government of 15,000,-00- 0
ounces of silver within six
months, will not pass the House of
Representatives for the reason that
Secretary of the Treasury McAdoo has
taken a definite stand in opposition to

Now Inferior Grades Cost Double

$11.70
--

About the only crude rubber available now
for many makera is inferior. In ordinary times,
'
the best tire makers refuse it. Much of it had
been rejected. But that "off rubber" now sells
Ihe best.
, for much more than we paid for
The results are these :
Tire prices in general are far in advance of
Goodyears. And many tire makers, short of
Bupplies, will be forced to. use second-grad- e

24.35
35.00
41.95

Western Newspaper Union

There exists now a new, compelling
reason for buying Goodyear tires. It results from War conditions.
These leading tires built of extra-fin- e
rubber, in the same way as always are
selling today at June prices.
You will find today a very wide difference
between most tire prices and Goodyears.

stated his opposition unreservedwith Representative Seldomridge of Colorado, who
called to urge a favorable report on
the measure.
Secretary . McAdoo said that at the
present time he could not eee his way
clear to giving his approval to the
measure. The conditions complained
of have been so greatly altered by
the demands of the foreign markets
for silver that he did not feel .the
pressure justifies the passage of the
bill, he said.
He called attention to the, fact that
he has been inviting bids for the purchase of silver and the lowest bid he
has received is 58 cents. He thought
this proved that the silver market is
in good shape. He was entirely willing, he said, to exercise the authority
he possesses under existing law for
the purchase of silver.
In a letter to Representative Underwood, Democratic leader and chairman
of the ways and means committee,
Secretary McAdoo dealt the final
knock-ou- t
blow to the silver purchase
bill. He writes to Underwood:
"I beg to say that the needs of tho
treasury for the present for subsid
iary coinage, as well as for a reason'
able future time, have already been
supplied."
Senator Smoot was the author of
the Bilver purchase bill. It passed the
Senate recently after a lively strug

'

Men could see no way to pay for rubber
abroad, and no way to bring it in. We, like
others in that panic were forced to higher
prices. But we have since gone back to prices
we charged before the war, and this is how
,

rubber.--

-:'

Be Careful Now
In Goodyears

we pledge you the same grade
that grade won for Good-yeaAnd
always.
as
tire
the top place in Tiredom the largest sale
in the world.
And, for the time being, our prices are the
same as before the war. We shall try to keep
"
them there.
We accept no excessive orders, but dealers
will be kept supplied. And we charge them,
prices.
until further notice, only
rs

,

.

ante-bellu- m

That means that Goodyears the test
tires built are selling way below other tires.

did it:

we
'

'

'

Due to Quick Action
Early in August when war began the
'
world's , rubber markets 6eemed closed to us.
Rubber prices doubled almost over night!

'

.

-

ly in a conference

.Prices1

GOODVAR
ÓS

We had men in London and Singapore when
the war broke out. The larger part of the
world's rubber supply comes through there.
We cabled them to buy up the pick of the rubber. They bought before the advance 1,500,-00- 0
pounds of the finest rubber there.

AKRON.OHIO

No-Rim--

Tires

Cut

With

er

Tread or Smooth

Nearly all this is now on the way to us.
And it means practically all of the extra-grad- e
rubber obtainable abroad.
Today we have our own men in Colombo,
Singapore and 'Para. Those rare the world's
chief sources of rubber. So we are pretty well
assured of a, constant supply, and our pick of
the best that's produced.
.

'

We were first on the ground. We were quickest in action. As a result, we shall soon have in
.

gle.
by congress for individual deeds of dar
ing in the field. The intrinsic value
of any of these badges is about one
cent,1 and yet for the privilege of wearing them soldiers seem always ready
to tread Gray's "paths of glory."

BRINGS TROOP CALL.

BOMB

soldiers Rush to Butte and District
Verging on Civil War.
Butte, Mont., Aug 30. Mines of the
Anaconda Copper Mining Company
and of other large companies operat
ing in this district were' under guard
last night as a result of dynamiting
early Sunday of the employment office at the Parrott mine, operated by
the Anaconda company.
Gov. S. V. Stewart ordered the im
mediate mobilization at Helena of the
entire state militia, consisting .of ten
companies, according to a dispatch
::
.v
frem Helena.
. Two companies at Kalispell and one
at Libby are" being, brought here " by
'
,
special trains.
Gov. Stewart also telegraphed Sen
ators Walsh and Evans," asking-f;theiaid in having federal troops from van'
couver barracks brought .into? the
state and held in readiness to';áct, if
the state militia j is not able to' cope
,
wun me suuauoa. ....
open
long
been
in
The miners hare
their threats; against the miUtlarjwHom
they .profess Xtpi believe; ; the?&$u!d
have.no trouble, in ''cleaning' 'eni'up!
:

;

'.

r

,..,--

.
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Crosses of Honor Will Be Won in
The French decoration' was first
the European War.
granted under Napoleon in the early

been shown by men whose shoulders
bore no Insignia of rank. One English
one exception the bravest thing ever
done by a British soldier was the act
of a drummer boy.; ;
That drummer boy, if living, is now
years old, and for
a man seventy-twyears
57
of that time he has been wear
ing the Victoria Cross, and has had
the right to write V. C. after his name.
amid a showThis boy in the year 1857,
'
er of shot and shells, fastened bags
pf gunpowder on the gates of Delhi.
'that day
He carried death. in bis armsr
11 nlrtTi ft lnm
ana met n iu mué íuhu "
were
and
him
helped
way." Others
killed; he lived and wore the cross.
It was another' British drummer bo
who.' while acting as a field bugler for
.Lord Napier or magaaia. m mo "j
sinian war. left the general's side and
dashed first into the stronghold . oi
"Theodore the Tyrant."r
:

.

o

part of the present century; the Victoria Cross was instituted during the
England, France and Germany Be- Crimean war and the' American medal
of honor was first struck off to reward
stow These Testimonials of Deeds
acts of heroism performed during the
Ofof Daring Performed by
Civil war. The'French cross may be
ficers or Privates.
won by civilians; the English and
crosses are pinned only upon
American
By EDWARD B.. CLARK.
of soldiers and sailors. In
the
breasts
Washington. Some of the soldiers'
of all three nations officer
armies
the
of England, France and Germany in
private," peasant and prince, have
the present jwar unquestionably will and
equal chances of wearing that which
win the crosses of honor which are the nothing
but attested bravery can buy.
most coveted: decorations which governments give for acts of conspicuous 'i The first Victoria Cross granted for
South African war was
personal gallantry in the face of the bravery In
cW
Hamilton of the GorIan
to
given
enemy.
r, '
ers
for conspicuous galHighlanf
don
To Americans perhaps the Freacín
Bird cf a Threat.
the" battle of Elandslaagte. '
lantry
at
Cross of the;;;Legion of Honor and the
;
neighbor sent word
next-doo-r
"My
A perusal of the Gazette list which
victoria' .Cipss. of England are mark
'mower":
tny
lawü
to
oil
familiarly Ishown than are the decora 'tells something of the deeds for which to me
;
you
do
did
V
"And
tions givenVby Germany. In .then the victoria cross nas oeen awaraea
?Yes; he said if I didn't he'dbring
f
i
a06
'United States; .we have the Congrein shows' that. jCulIy
parrot'--Eosto- n
'Transcript.
itfet&é'V
' sióital' Mefiai of .Honor which is ;gittriking
IMtions of .heroism have
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Notice for Publication
I
U. N. Nutter,

Department of the Interior,

0. H, Kerns,

U. S.

Nntter-Kern-

s

Office.

Clayton, N.M.

Aug 18, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that James E.
Proctor, of Mills, N. M. who on Mar.
7th, 1910 made HE. Serial No. 010675

Business entrusted to
our care will receive

prompt and careful

for
the SWJ
Twp 22 N Rg 26 E. N.M.P.
Meridian, has filed notice oMnten-tio- n
to make Three Year F roof, to
establish claim to the land above
described, before F. H. Foster, U. S.
Commissioner, at his office, Roy, N.M
on the 8th day of Oct 1914.
3
Sec, 5

at-

tention,
s

Real Estate Co,
N. M.
Roy,

and4,Sj-NWian-

Notice For Publication
Department of the Interior,
U S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M,
. Aug. 28, 1914.
Notice Isbereby given that Louisiana
C. Farmer of Roy, New Mexico, who on
July, 23, 1912 made Add' HE. 014762

Department of the Interior.
IT. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.(
'
Aug 5, 1914
Notice is hereby given that Homer
D. Holmes of Roy, N. M. who on
2 10,1908, made HE No, 23149 Serial
06313, for SEi Sec , 19 Township

Department of the Interior,
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
Aug 5, 1914.
Notice is
hereby given that
Riuoni Bernardo, of Roy, N. M. who, on Jan.
16, 1908, made HE 22548
Serial 06158
for NW Sec 9, Township
$1 N. Range 26 E. N. M. P. Meridian,
has filed notice of intention to make
final Five year proof, to establish
claim to the land above described, ' before W.H Willcox
U. S. Commissioner, at his office at Roy, N. M. on
the 22 day of Sept. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
Jesse E.La Rue
Clark R Rush
(

,

N.

21

d

Meridian

Range 26 E. N. M. P.
has filed notice of intention

tomase iye Year froor, to establish
claim to the land above described, be

fore

U. S. Commissioner F. H.
Foster, at his office, at Roy, N. M.
on the 23rd day of Sept. 1914.
Claimant names as witnesses:
J L.Swaim '
F.J. Sheltren
Claimant names as witnesses,
H. Mahoney
J.
B.Ó.Tyler,
John Bonomo
Giacomo Riconi
Frank O White
F O Seright
Ross W Eaton
Frank Goehri
all of Roy, N. M.
all of Mills, N. M.
Paz Valverdé,
all of Mills, N.M.
Paz Valverde,
Register,
Paz Valverde
'
Register,
..

.

'

1

.

;

9--

8-- 29

Register,

NOTICE FOR PtTBLICATION.

NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.

'
Depatment of the Interior, v
U.S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.

Notice For Publication

1

for

'

V

Realty, Co.

Nutter-Kern-

Land

Notice For Publication

Notice for Publication.

,

,

t

Department of the Interior
US Land Office, Clayton, N M
Aug 5, 1914,
Notice is hereby given that Rachel C
Wright, of Roy, N M, who, on April
15 1908, made
Homestead entry
25063 Serial No. 06871 f or NEJ Sec. 17
Twp 21 N Range 27 E,N M P Meridiar'
has filed notice of intention to makd
Five-yea- r
proof to establish claim to
the land above described before F H
Foster, U S Commissioner at his of- ficé' in Roy N M on the 22nd day of

Sec. 21 & Department of the Interior,
Aug.5, 1914."
.
S
Sec. 27, Twp.l8N, Rng. 26 E
U. S. Land Office at ClaytonN. M. Notice is hereby given that rmilio
N M P Meridian
August. 22, 1914.
Pampagnln of ,Roy, N,M, who on
has filed notice of iLtention
hereby
Harvey
is
given
Notice
that
P
made HE Serial No. 06548
to make final three yearpr9of, to estab
N. M. who on
of
Mills
Jones
for NEi, Sec 9 Twp 21 N. Rng 26 E
lish claim to the land, above described,
Ño.
013247, for the NWJ of NMPM, has filed notice of intention
before P. H. Foster.' U S. Commis-- 1 made HE
to make Final Five year proof to es25,
Section
Twnship.22N.
sioner at his office at Roy N. M. on
hasH
claim to the land above descritablish
NM
25
Range
E.
P
Meridian
ine iom day or uct, 814
filed notice of intention to make Final bed, before W; h. willcox, ITTS ComClaimant names as witnesses:
.
three year proof, to establish claim to missioner at Roy N. M.
"
'
Henry Stone
Henry'Farr
on the 22d day of Sept 1914.
the land above described before
28;.SEj-SE-

EjN-EJSe- c.

i

;

:i-N-

"

,

1

'

.

.

.

Clarence Wright
Sam Tyler
all of Roy, N, M.
Pjtz. Valverde
10-.9-- 5
Register.
.

F. H, Foster;; U.

Commissioner at

S.

Claimant names as witnesses,
'
,
'.J
Roy, New Mexico, on the 10th day ' Barnéy Rigoni
John Bonomo Sept, 1914.
1914.'
of October
Claimant names as witnesses
Jesse E. La Rue
Clark R Rush
all of Mills, N, M,
S. F. Davis
Charley T. Wright
Claimant pames as witnesses- - M.
Paz Valverde,
J.O. J. Chershner
Beard,
C. E, Deaton
Chas Hicks
Register.
all. of Roy.N M
, :
, ,,
;
Practical Girl.
Russel Belknap
J .H,. Lebert
He (ardently) "I would lay down
Paz Valverde, Register
All of Mills, N. M.,
10,000 lives for "you.""
,
Notice For Publication
pitase me better if you'd luy up $10,- Paz Val verde,
,
000."
Register,
Department of the interior,
Notice For Publication
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
The Wise and the Follh.
Au8- 5, 1914,'
; Department of the Interior,
V
NOTICE FOR PUBLICATION.
Those who wish to ai pear wlBe
Notice js hereby given that Maurice
U. S. Land' Office at Clayton, RM
among fools, among the vise seem Department of the Interior,
N. 'Bakér;5; of Roy, N. M, who on "
'
'
."
Aug 6th 1914. '
'
foolish. Qulntilian.
U. S. Land Office, Clayton,. N.M.
.23221
made Hf,
Notice is hereby given that Frank
Afig. 22, 1914. andAdd'' 015725 for theSl-NEan- á
E- 'Pugh, of Roy r N. M. who, op .
Notice is hereby given that Barry J. KWi.apdJVj NWi, Wi-SAll- M
Wanted
Sec. 21, B.
2 1911, madeHE Serial No. 013802,
07 Twp. 19 N. Range 26
8
Newly arrived 1from the Highlands Kirby, of Roy, N. M. who on
E.
N. M. P. Sept
JacK McTavish wandered about the
09 made HE No 05642 Add. 8304, Meridian,- has filed notico of
intention
tig city until fairly tiwdMI,.4Lottg SWi 'Sec 5; i;
WJ-NSec 8, to make final three year proof, to es- 'I7ma 97 V KT M ' P MofliHon hoi
had'he hesitated-abou- t
entering atiy
Rng. 27E N.M.P..
vp. 20-tablish claim to the land above describ filed notice of intention to make final
of the brilliantly lighted 'restaurant's, Meridian, has filed notice of intention
claim to
ed, before F. H. Foster, U. S, Com three yéar proof, to establish
but .at length he mustered up courage to
F. t H.'
before
above
described,
fiye year Proof
land
the
make final
missioner at his office at Roy, N. M.
and was ushered to a table. The
Foster,, U., S. Commissioner, at his
to establish claim to the land above' cm the 23rd day of Sept. , 1914.
waiter handed him the menu,card,(
office at Roy; N. M. bh the 23rd day of
before
U. S. Com
described,
:t
which was a foreign language ur M
Claimant names as witnesses,
Sept. t314 '
at his
F. H, Foster,""
Tavish. Finally, in desperation,' he missioner
Clarence Leffier
H.Goodman
7
Claimant names as'witnesses:
said to the hdverlng waiter; Ab;'m no office at Roy, N. M., bu the 8th day
W. H. Bauní t Vidal Martinez '..
r
hungry, .no hungry, at aV Just bring of OcC 1914.
All of Roy,N."M.
me a plate o' whisky an' a wee
B. fW. Sturgis,.
.
(Qdis Hoskinsn
Claimant names as witnesses:
Paz Valverde,
spoon!"
" William Bowman
C F Williams
All of. Roy, N, M. . .
Registér,
' Charles E Kidd
Frank Emérsori V
Paz .Valyerde,
Really Philanthropy. ."'
'
'
"
N..M
)
pff
Roy,
V
all
't
Register.
M.
All of MiJlK.
"Qh, your ' cruel little boy!"
i .
Paz Valverde;
i
the memberof the
Register..'
league aashe glanced over the
Notice For Publication.
Notice
garden fence. "How ever could you
v;
--U
'
ant thAt nnnr UttlA vmrm in twn?"
Let Her Go.
.
John, aged six, met her gaze without
At a fancy dress ball for children a Department of the Interior
Department of the Interior,
flinching. . "It it seemed so lonely," policeman stationed at the door
U. S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
wa5
U, S. Land Office at Clayton, N. M.
"
.
he replied.
any
Aug-- 6, 1914.
to
not
A5J
admit
instructed
adult
t
Aug 18, 1914
excited woman came running up
Notice is hereby given that, José N.
Notice is hereby given that Thomas J
One on Teacher.
the door and demanded admission. Price of Mills, N.M. who oh March, 16 Garcia, of Buyeros N. M. who on
The teacher was telling the children "I'm sorry, mum," replied the police
made HE SeriálNo. 012774, . for
long, highly embellished' story about man, "but I can't let anyone In' but 19l0,made HE No 010674 for Lots 1&2
Range
22N
Twp
the NWJ Sac. 26 Twp. 18 N. Rng.
Sec. 5,
Sahta Claus. 'and Willie 'Jones 'began children:" "Buf my child Is dressed
filed nogot
giggling with mirth,' which finally
as a butterfly," exclaimed the woman, 6E. N, M.P. Meridian, has filed notice 32E. N M P. Meridian, has
Year
Three
beyond his control. "Willie!
What "and has férgotteü her wings." "Caii't pf intention to make final three year tice of intention to make
yesterday?'
asked help it," replied the- policeman; "or proof, to establish claim to the land Proof to establish claim to the land
did I whip you for
the teacher severely. "Fer ' lyin'!" ders is orders; you'll have to let her above described, before F. H. Foster, above described
before F. H, Fos''
'
promptly answered Willie. Every- go as a caterpillar."'
at Roy, N,
Commissioner,
U
S.
office
ter,
at
U, S. Conimissioner. at'.hia
'""
body's Magazine.
1914,
Sept,
day
23rd
of
M.
the
on
OcL
Roy, N, Mv on the 9th day of
1914;
. f
''r
Claimant names as witnesses,
1
"i .;
Annual Rainfall.
Elias Gallegos, of De Haven N. M.
Claimant names as witnesles:
According to an estimate by Slf
Filadelfo Lovato, of Buyeros N. M.
v AÍ C Proctor
John Murray, the total annua rainfall
F O White
M.
Garcia, of Buyeros;
'
upen
H. Bsocknian francisco
. Rpss W featon
globe
JS.
amounts
land
all
the
of
the
Law,
Attorney
at
Elíseo Gallegos, of De Haven, N.;M.
"
to 29,347.4 cubic miles, and of this
: "
U,..S, Commissioner,.Miiis;;k.:':":u
Aliof'
quantity 6,624 cubic miles, drains off '
Paz Valverde, ,
Páz Valverde,
-W
mf W WH
through rivers
;
W
Rtgister;
Bed.
"
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orous protest But fats Itself chosen
This time Courtlandt gsntly pushed
to rebuke Flora. From the window his way to Nora's Side.
"May I have a dance V? he asked.
came "Sal cos', ebbe cuorel" Buag
as only Nora could sing it
"You are too late," evenly. She
The ferrule of Flora Doslmone's was becoming used to he sight of
parasol bit deeply into the clover-tuxhim, much to her amazement
"I am sorry."
"Am I all right? asked Harrigan.
"Why, Nora, I didntiknowtthat your
Courtlandt nodded. "You look like- card was filled! " said Mrs. Harrigan.
a soldier in mufti, an more than that, She had the maternal eye upon Court
ike the gentleman that you naturally landt
are," quite sincerely.
"Nevertheless," said ; Nora . sweetly,
blushed. This Is
The
is a fact"
the reception-room- .
There's the ball"I am disconsolate," replied Courts
room right out there. The smoking-roo- landt who had approached for form's
Is on the other side. Now, how sake only, being fully prepared for a
1
a the old Harry am I going to get refusal. "I have the unfortunate habit
across without killing some one?"
of turning up late," with a significance
Courtlandt resisted the desire to which only Nora understood.
augh. "Supposing yon let me pilot
"So, those who are late must suf
you over?"
fer the consequences."
"You're the referee. Ring the gong."
"Supper?"
"Come on, then."
, .
The Barone rather than you."
"What! While! they are dancing:?"
The music began again, and Abbott
backing away in dismay.
whirled her away. She was dressed in
The other caught him by the- - arm. Burmese taffeta, a rich orange. In the
Come on."
dark of her beautiful black hair .there
And in and . out they went, hither was the green luster of emeralds; an
and thither, now dodging, now pausing Indian-princenecklace of emeralds
'
Ti''
to let the swirl pass, until at length and pearls was looped around her dazHarrigan found himself safe on shore. zling white throat
n the dim cool smoking-room- .
Unconsciously Courtlandt sighed au"I don't eee how you did It," admir-ngl- dibly, and Mrs. Harrigan heard this
14
note of unrest.
CHAPTER
"I'll drop in every little while to see
"Who Is that?" asked Mrs. Harrigan.
"You have spoiled It!" cried Celeste.
She had watched the picture grow, how you are getting on," volunteered
"Flora Deslmone's husband, the
and to see it ruthlessly destroyed this Courtlandt. "Yon can sit by the door duke. He and Mr. Harrigan were havf you care to see them dance. I'm ing quite a conversation in the smoke
way hurt her. "How could you!"
"Worst I ever did.", He began to off to see Mrs. Harrigan and tell her room." '
change the whole effect, chuckling au- where you are. Here's a cigar."
"What!" in consternation.
Harrigan turned the cigar over and
dibly as he worked. Sunset divided
They were getting along finely
honors with moonlight , It was no over in nis fingers, all the while gat- when I left them."
longer incongruous; it was ridiculous. ing at the young man's diminishing
Mrs. Harrigan felt her heart sink.
He leaned back and laughed. "I'm back. He sighed. That would make The duke and James together meant
going to send it to L'Asiao, and call it him the happiest man in the world. nothing short of a catastrophe;- for
He examined the carneHan band en James would notknow whom he was
an afterthought"
circling,
the six inches of evanescent addressing, and would make all man"Give it to me."
happiness.
"What do you think of ner of confidences. She knew some"What?"
that!" he murmured. "Same brand the thing would happen if she let him out
"Yes."
old boy used to smoke. And If he pays of her eight He was eternally talking
match to it HI give you that picture anything less than sixty apiece for 'em to strangers.
at wholesale, IH eat this one."
X
with the lavender in bloom."
"Would you mind telling Mr. Harrilighted
gave
his
He
cigar,
him
and
"I want thiB."
gan that I wish to see him?"
self up to the delights of it
"But you cannot hang It"
"Not at all."
Courtlandt loomed In the doorway.
'
"I want it."
Nora stopped at the end of the ballroom. "Donald, let us go out into the
"WellP The more he learned about Comfortable?"
"Perfectly.- - Good cigar, comfortable garden. I want a breath of air. Did
women the farther out of mental reach
fine view."
chair,
.
they seemed to go. Why on earth did
you see her?" '
Young
began
In
men
to
and
drift
she want this execrable daub? ."You
"Couldn't help seeing her. It was
may have it; but all the same, I'm out The air became heavy with the duke, I suppose. It appears that
going to call an oculist and have him smoke, the prevailing aroma being he is an old friend of the duchess.
that of Turkish tobacco of which Har We'll go through the conservatory. It's
examine your eyes."
rigan was not at all fond. But his cigar a short-cut"Why, it is the Signorina Fournier!
Was
so good that he was determined
In preparing studiously to Ignore
The night was full of moonshine; it
not
to
stir until the coal began to danced upon the water; it fired the
FloraDesimone's presence they had
tickle the end of his nose. Since filigree tops of the solemn cypress; it
forgotten all about her.
"Good morning, slgnora," said Ce Molly knew where he was there, was laced the lawn with " quivering
no occasion to worry.
leste in Italian.
shadows ; and heavy hung the cloying
Abbott came in, pulled a cigarette perfume of the
d
hedges.
"And the Signore Abbott the paint
er, also!'.' The Calabrian raised what case out of his pocket, and impatiently
"0 belllssima notta!" she sang. "Is
she .'considered her most deadly weap struck a match. His hands shook a It not glorious?"
little and the flare of the match re
on, her lorgnette
"Nora," said Abbott, leaning sudangry
countenance.
pale
vealed
a
and
denly
toward her.
squint
"What is it?" asked Flora,
Get
"Hey,
a
Abbott,
here's
seat
say it Donald; please dont
ing.
"Don't
,
Don't waste your love on me. You
"It Is a new style of the impression your second wind."
ThaJks." Abbott dropped "Into the are a good man, and I should not be
ist which I began this morning," so
chair and smoked quickly. "Very worthy the
name of woman If I did
berly.
'
not feel proud and sad. I want ypu
"It looks very natural," observed stuffy out there. Too many."
"You look it Having a good time?" always as a friend; and if you decide
Flora.
"Oh, fine!" There was a catch in that cannot be, I shall lose faith in
"Natural !"
Abbott dropped his
the laugh which followed, but Hani everything. I have never had a
mahlstick.
"It is Vesuv', is it not, on a cloudy gan's ear was not trained for .these brother, and in the two short years I
subtleties of sound. "How are you have grown to look on you as one. I
day?
am sorry. But if you will look back
This was too much for Abbott's making out?"
"I'm getting acclimated. Where's you will see that I never gave you
gravity, and he laughed.
"It was not necessary to spoil i the colonel tonight? He ought to be any encouragement. I was never
more than your comrade. I have many
good picture . . . on my account' around here somewhere."
"I left him a few moments ago."
faults, but I am not naturally a
said Flora, closing the lorgnette with
you
again,
see
"When
send him coquette. I know my heart; I know it
him
a enap
in.
to hear Well."
a
one,
I
live
He's
like
wrong.
and
I
"The signora is
did not
'..:.,!j;;-- .
him talk"
Knnil
"Is there another?" In despair.
It On her account
It wan nast
.
.
c
"111
o at once,", crashing his ciga"Once upon a time, Donald, there
helping yesterday. But I shall, how
was. There is nothing now but ashes!
ever, rechristen it Vesuvius, since it rette in the Jeypore bowl.
"What's your hurry? You look like I am telling you this eo that it will not
represents an eruption of temper."
a
man
who has just lost his Job." ; , be so hard for you to return to the old
Flora tapped the handle of her para
steering a German countess. friendly footing. You are a brave man.
"Been
sol witn tne lorgnette, it was distinctly a sign of : approval. These She was wound up to turn only one Any man Is who takes lis heart in his
way, aid I am groggy. Ill send the hand and offers it to a woman. You
are going to take my hand and promShe swung the parasol to and fro, colonel oyer.
r
"Now, what's stung the boy?"
ise to be my friend always."
":) '
was
"Ah, Nora!".
she-saienjoying
too
Nora;;
bad,"
herself famously.
her glance
"It is
"You mustn't Donald. I can't return
roving over the white walls of the The mén hummed around her like ees
around, the sweetest; rose. From 'time to the ballroom, with; my eyes red
villa.
"It was irrevocably lost," Abbott de-- to tixsí ehe saw Courtlandt hovering You will never know how a woman
about &e outskirts. She was glad he on the etage has to fight to earn her
clared.
coiae;; the lepidopterist Is latent bread. And that part is, only a skirhad
notjBeantte picture.
"No, bo; f do
thinking of La Téeeana. Her or active. in most women; to Impale mish compared to the ceaseless war
Voice was reall? supero ; and to lose It the bu$erfly, the moth, falls easily into men wage against her. She has only
the dally routine. She was laughing the fortifications of ner. wit and bier
. I " 6b
ieatixely
waved
Her mother presence of mind. Was I. not abducted
tad Jesting with the men.
".ETiapattetic hand.
y-r'
i
abo-o.l'-W.Ussxtatís.
in the heart of Paris? And bit for the
up
stood
to rise
was
la vig
1
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cowardice of the man, who knows
what might have happened? If I have
beauty, God gave it to me to wear.
and wear it I will My father, the
padre, you and the Barone; I would
not trust any other men living. I am
often unhappy, but I do not Inflict
this unhappiness on others. Be you
th e same. Be my friend: be brave
and fight it out of your heart"
Quickly she drew his head toward
her and lightly kiseed the forehead.
There! Ah, Donald, I very much need
a friend."
"All right, Nora," bravely indeed,
for the pain in his young heart cried
out for the ends of the earth in which
to hide. "All right! I'm vounie: mav- be IH get over it In time. Always
count on me. You wouldn't mind going
back to the ballroom alone, would
you? I've got an idea I'd like to smoke
over it No, 111 take you to the end
of the conservatory and come back. I
can't face the rest of them JuBt now."
Nora had hoped against hope that it
was only Infatuation, but in the last
few days she, could not Ignore the
truth that he really loved her. She
had thrown him and Celeste together
in vain. Poor Celeste, poor lovely
Celeste, who wore her heart upon her
eleeve, patent to all eyes save Don
ald's! Thus, it was with defined purpose that she had lured him this night
11
J
uuo uie garúen,
one wan Leu ra disillusion him.
The baron, glooming In an. obscure
corner of the conservatory, saw them"
come in. Abbott's brave young face
deceived him. At the door Abbott
smiled and bowed and returned to the
garden. The Barone rose to follow
him. He had taken but a step forward,
when a tableau formed by the door,
causing him to pause irresolutely.
Nora was face to face at last with
Flora Deslmone.
"I wish to speak to you," said the
Italian abruptly.
"Nothing you could possibly say
would interest me," declared Nora,
haughtily and made as if to pass.
"Do not be too sure," insolently.
Their voices were low, but they
reached the ears of the Barone, who
wished he was anywhere but here. He
moved silently behind the palms
toward the exit
"Let me be frank. I hate you and
detest you with all my heart" continued Flora. "I have always hated
you, with your supercilious airs, you,
'
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"Don't you dare to say an ill word
of him I " cried Nora, her Irish blood
throwing hauteur to the winds. "He
is kind and brave and loyal, and I am'
proud of him. Say what you will about
me; it will not bother me In the least"
CHAPTER XIII.
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Courtlandt Tells a Story.

The colonel and his guests at luncn-eon had listened to Courtlandt without
sound or movement beyond the occa-

i

sional rasp of feet shifting under the
table, tie had begun with the old
familiar phrase "I've got a story."
"Tell it," had been the Instant request. ..
:'
beginning
men had been
the
At the
leaning at various negligent angles-so- me
with their elbows upon the table,
some with their arms thrown across
the backs of their chairs. The partridge had been excellent the wine de- :

Burma, the tinkle of bells in the temples, the 6trange pictures in the
bazaars, long Journeys over smooth
and stormy seas; romance,; moving
and colorful, which began at. Rangoon, had
around the world,
Berlin.
in
ended
.,
and
"And so," concluded the teller of the
tale, "that is the story., This man was
perfectly innocent of any wrong, a
victim of malice on the one hand and
of injustice on the other."
"Is that the end of the yarn?" asked
-'
..'.
the colpnel..
"Who in life knows what the end of
anything is? This is not. a, story;
out of a book." Courtlandt accepted a
fresh cigar from the box which Rao
passed to him, and' dropped his dead
;
weei into the
.(TO BS dfJOTlJnJEBi
zig-zagg-
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THE

LABOR DAY LESSOi

SPANISH-AMEXIICA-

N.

protection from the law and happy
lives in comfortable homes.,
Days for Rest or Rejoicing.
There is no national holiday in the
United States by act of congress; but
there are many days New Year's day,
Christmas day, Thanksgiving day, thé
Fourth of July, Election day, Labor
day. Sunday and yet other days that
are generally observed,- and for which
It has been thought there was no ne
cessity for statutory permission. Be
sides these days, which are observea
everywhere, there are state and sec'
tional days on which men refrain
from labor that they may know each
other better and refresh their souls by
keeping the fires of patriotism or
memory burning, and no day that is so
spent is ever wasted. Men have been
given hands wherewith to work; but
they have also' been given hearts tq
feel and sóuls to catch the spirit of the
eternal promise that "there is a land
of pure delight" Just across the border, where the wicked will cease from
troubling and the weary sDH De at
rest. There the servant will be free
from his master, and they who have
walked in darkness will walk in the
light, and the dweller In cabin or
hovel will wear soft clothing in the
house of the King.
Commands Given to' All.
"Thou shalt not covet" "thou shalt
not steal," "thou shalt not bear false
witness," "thou shalt' not kill " These
are the commands given to all men.
They who oppress the poor, who exact
nil mlHimi mavintr th lnhnrar thfi
worth of his hire, who make gain by1
false weights,, who esteem themselves
better than their neighbors will be
brought into judgment before a court
from which there is no appeal. vThere
is .no virtue in poverty; neither is
there justification in great riches. The
law is made for the rich as well as the
poor. This is worth thinking about today, and also the warning that "they
that take the sword shall perish with
the sword."

3
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Thoughts for the National Holiday Celebrated Throughout
the Country.; ,;
;
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Is a Time for Men to Gtf, to Know
Each Other Better and Refresh
Their Souls by Keeping the
Fires of Patriotism and
'
Memory' Burning.

The
Preacher
declared that it is
good and comely
for one to enjoy
the good of all his

labor

and

that

the power to rejoice in his labor
is tthe gift of God
to every man
'This is a sentiment that might
well be considered by the hosts of
workers, all over
this country who celebrate the dignity
and the triumph of Labor. Nearly
' half
the people of the United States
are engaged in what are called industrial occupations agricultural, commercial pursuits, mining, manufacturing, building and the rest, and 35 per
,
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the cultivation of the soil or in related industries.
Work of the Federation.
The Américan Federation of Labor
is the greatest of the organizations
that have been formed for the promotion of the" interests of ' the tollers.
This Immense machine is composed of
113 national and international unions,
representing 27,000 local unions, 5 departments, 41 state branches, 564 city
;

4
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Sam's Big Printing Office

Uncle

Approximately 4,000 men working In shifts through the.
hours of the day and night, tons of paper going in and coming out,
the ceaseless whir oí presses, the rumble pf machinery, the clacking of lino- '
type machines these are the things
that 6trike the visitor when he enters
the government's immense publishing

Iff ASHINQTQN-

-

24

GOVT

house.

"

The infinite detail of the government ' printing office for that is th
official title of the publishing establishmentcomes afterward. It is only
after the confusion of first impressions
has cleared away that the complexity
of the public, printer's problems are
apparent. Perfect system, a knowl
edge of arrangement so that the minimum of time may be lost, in transportation, and individual efficiency are
some of the requirements.
.What publishing house, putting out hundreds of new editions in all sorts
of elaborate bindings, and running a "newspaper on the side, would not feel
that it was straining Itself? That is what the government's printery is doing.
An insight "into .the immensity of the work is gleaned from the figures of
the post office showing that approximately 95 per cent of the total weight of
mail disposed of in Washington is mailed under a government frank.
Perhaps the rush work of the printery is the most spectacular. Congress
must have its Congressional Record every morning as regularly as the suburbanite must have his newspaper, and there must be no errors- in the Record.
When an error crop's out in the Record a member of congress promptly arises
next day and has it changed. So, as far as is possible, the government printing office must prevent them. J While the mills of congress grind, the government printing office is going ahead With a speed worthy of an eleven-editiomail disposed of in Washington is mailed under a government frank, and this
immense amount of printed matter represents, of course, onl7 a part of the
'
public printer's output.
PRINTING
OFFICE

.
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Capital Social Strategists Have filany Difficulties

1

.u-

T
:

Into

Glimpse

'HOSE who declare them
selves to be in favor of trade
unionism in the abstract but
opposed to it in the concrete, are
not unlike the western farmer who
announced that he was unreservedly in favor of the construction of
railroads but unalterably opposed
to the running of trains. ÍVade-uniowere formed for a definite
purpose; they have well-definpolicies and methods of procedure;
they are great, democratic institutions administered by practical men
who are earnestly and successfully
strivingfor the amelioration of the
conditions of the poor. John Mitchell

-

c

;;?..,

:
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diplomatic way at society affairs
any unpleasantness breaks out
between two countries the difficulties of the social strategists In Washington
increases
It will take but a,
brief calculation to understand what
would happen In Washington if the
social season of the caDital were in cfaET.
full swine now with the EuroDean sit- in its wnresent status. If neaca
iiation
icj:
Is Tint rtftclarfid within n. fow wpplra ihft
there will be some curious situationá
developed in the Washington society
.
world this winter. Hostesses will be
put to it in the matter of inviting
guests ;and the White House also wlll;
have some problems to solve.
7
It is true that handling of representatives from warring countries at society affairs will not be a novel experience to Washingtonians. It is not so
long ago that the ambassadors from Italy and Turkey were not on intimate
in The Atlantic.
terms. Some time before that the representatives of China and Japan could
GOOD EFFECTS OR UNIONISM not be placed side by side at a. dinner; Prior to that it was the RussoJap-anes- é
war that gave the society folk of Washington more or less trouble,
v Hard as .it is to manage society affairs here when two countries are
That It Makes for Safety Is Shown drawing swords against each other, ' will be as nothing compared with
it
by Statistics of Organized and
what must be done if practically all Europe continues to fight. It has been
Unorganized States. :,
facetiously suggested that John Barrett, director general of the'
Union, should be appointed to manage society affairs here this winter beConservation of life has' Justified the cause of his success In
promoting harmony among the representatives in.
existence of labor organizations for Washington of the South and Central
American countries for some years past
miners, even if that were the only
work of advancement that oould. be
pointed out, asserts the United, Mine Fish Leaps Into Boat of White House Sleuths
Workers' Journal; and it backs up its
claim with some interesting figures
mrCK,r JERVIS and "Tommy" Callahan, secret service men stationed at
on fatal mine accidents in organized
U the White. House, and
fellows, have won reputations for
and unorganized states in the last catching counterfeiters, and land fráud crooks, but it was not until recently
two yearB. The figures show that althat they gained ' any reputation as
most as many men were killed in the
fishermen.
unorganized mines of Colorado, where
.The reputation however, is based
' waged, as
the recent strike , war was
solely upon what, they . are telling
in., three organized states, each of
themselves, Jervis, usually; a reserved
which has more miners than: Colorado.
and modest "individual, doing the tell- '
That state, with about 1,600 miners
ing and Callahan. adding, "That's so."
employed, had 60 fatalities' in. 1913,
There are fish stories and then some
and 73 in 1912,' while Iowa,' Kansas
more fish" stories,' but '"these" bodyand Indiana together had only nine
guards of the president have one
more fatalities in the two years than
: which, does, terrible, violence to the
Colorado. West Virginia, described as
wildest imagination, their yarn being
practically unorganized during
r
.to the effect. that, a
...
bass
fatalities in they 'displayed, about the White House actually jumped into the boat.
mentioned,
'
0
1913,taad 303 in 1912,;witb about
"I guess maybe he "didn't want to get his Jaws .pricked," opined Jervia.
miners employed., ' This; record Is "Anyway, without the slightest warning, this 'bass: splastied out of the river
contracted with that for 'Organized
and almost into Tommy's lap.'! think" we must have caught"hls wife, as w
Employing some- - S2.000 miners, ha4.thxee 'pretty big fish when the seisational leap was ;made.".
;;
vt
with -- 119 fatalities in 1913, and 108 '
"Jimmy".
chief, of tlie "secret service squad aftta WMte Hoqjss,
Sloan,
r yia 1912.
vouches for "tie veracity of
'fl"
two Associates. ,
corps

handling of the diplomatic
in a
THE no
small matter at any time, but when
ten-fol-
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Former

John Mitchell.
President of the United Mine
Workers of America.

Paii-Americ-

.,

good-lookin-

central unions and

616

local-union-

s,

with a membership of about 2,000,000
In addition there are a cumber of na
tional labor ünions that are not affili
ated ; with the American Federation,
and many organizations, besides,
formed with the' object of benefiting
t,he lives of the men and women who
'earn their daily bread by1 their daily
toil. There is not 'a
man or woman who "does not take a
kindly interest in the welfare of the
workers, and who will not rejoice
with them in their demonstrations,
and wish for them sunny skies and
favoring breezes and faith to the
goad purposes of their neighbors who!
though ,: not marching with them In
iheir parades, yet wish them " abun-- ;
''iant, reward for their toll, just treat
ment by those whom they serve, ample
-

right-hearte- d
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New Fall Stock now on display

tConlínued from 1st raííel

met immediately and organized
with Alfonso Romero (former
Secretaay) as Chairman, Eugenio
Romero Secretary and Toribio
Treasurer, All
Maes
these gentlemen are of Mora to
faciliate the transaction of the
business of the Central Commit-

Call and see our line of

Ladies' and Misses9 Cloak
MenV and Young Men's Suits

(Re-electe-

,

tee.
',Mellville FJoersheim went to
Las Vegas Saturday (o have his
eyes treated. He returned home
Tuesday noon.
Work is progressing nicely on
the new school building. The
masons have completed their
work and the Carpenters are
rushing their work to completion
When completed the building
will be the most imposing struc

ture in Roy.
S. F. Davis has purchased a
Bean thresher for his own use on
the farm and will thresh his own
beans and caue.

v

New Stock of Dry Good.
Sweater Coats, Flannel Shirts, Dress Shirts, Under Wear
Latest Novelties in Ribbons, Serges School Suits for Boys
and Girls. Good Serviceable Hose and Shoes for School, A
fine Asortment of Gingham, Calico, Percale Muslin and
Long-clotWe also carry a fine stock in all kinds of
Thread and buttons. Our Pillow Casings and Sheets are
of the very best.

Noel Vance, a son of the late
Win. Vane and well known in
Roy was run over and killed by
a coal car at the Dawson mines
Mor day. He leaves a wjfe and
two children, four sisters and
two brothers to mourn his un-

h-

We are now in a position to fill orders for
all kinds of lumber and building material.

timely death.
Will Davis has returned trom
Oklahoma this week and was in

town Friday with his brother
Charlie. He says' it is bettea

here.

Jess Larue wae in town Thurs
day after ensilage cutter and en
tfine and getting ready to fill his
silo.
The members of the Christian
Church and a company of friends
gathered at th Scott home Fri
day where the ordinanceof Bap
tism-wadministered to the
candidates received during the
revival meetings.

.
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John Felton returned

Missed Opportunity.

Another precedent has been broken.
New York trained nurse married
from A
wealthy patient, and then let him
satis-tie- d
well. Washington Herald.

gt

Oklahoma thir week , well
to live in New Mexico
:

-'

,-

Buy your gasoline of F.
Brow- n- 25c per Gallon.

Best Diet for Worker,
After exhaustive research In Paris
S. a famous French scientist has recommended a diet equally divided between
meats and vegetables as the best for
working people.
,

Quite a number of people from
Roy attended ,be Sunday School
An
Convention at Liberty .
sters

Notice Cream Shippers

Fred Brown Pays 23 cents
for Cream
Edgar Floersheim Assistant
Postmaster spent, the fore part
of the week with his brother I.
C. Floersheim

Times.

;

of

;
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What's to Be Done?
insurance official declares spinlive lomcer than married women.

Married men are also said to live
longer than bachelors. But if all men
were married, there 'would be very
few BDinsters. and if all women were
spinsters, there wouldn't be any married men. What are we going to da
about it? New York World.

Dickens the Humorist
Only the great humorists survtY
ftieir own day and generation. There
la nothing that fades so Quickly as
What our grandfathers
lumor.
anghed at is likely to seem very flat
io us. But the humor of a genius Ilka
Dickens is as fresh and stimulating
;oday as when he wrote his books,
it tnHniM from his knowledge of char
icter, and is founded on the unlrarsal
txperlences of life, and humor like
this does not die.

Strange Woman.
"Was it a quiet wedding?" "Deoid-- edly! Both the bride and the groom
were so scared they could hardly
speak above a whisper."
Fact That Makes City Unique.
At Quito, the only city in the world
on the line of the equator, the sun seta
and rises at six o'clock all the year
round.

There Ain't No Such Animal."
the interest of a large and growIn
fitrona Dissimilarities.
class, vital to the humor of the
Mrs, McWhuskey (watching a ceuple ing
community,: newspapers must stop
spooning) "Et's Juist dlsgustin'.
biplane.
a "fool-prorra clad ye didna mak sic a fool o talking about no
and
animal,"
such
ain't
yersel' when ye were walkin oot wT "There
still
will
reckless
not
who are
me, Sandy." Mr. McWuskey "Ye fools
Brookground.
the
on
their feet
mauna Juidge, wifey ; I hadno the same keepEagle.'
lyn
provocation.
-

;.
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Had Told the Truth.
vtmnA "Bv the way. old man, do
It Does.
remember borrowing ten shillings
lest vou foreet: the you
mm m BÍX months ago?" Short
"citv beautiful" movement offers
Broad "But you said you only
broad field of public service to every wanted IV for a short time." Short
good citizen. Birmingham Ledger.
"And I didn't keep it 20 minutes.

vr

of

Uncle Eben.

,

"Mebbe," said Uncle Eben, "flar
irouldn be so much dlvorcin if a
woman took as much interest la a
man's business while dey's married aa
she takes when she's tryin' to collect
alimony."

THE
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DESSERT FOR SUMMER

DAY

Neapolitan Blanc Mange Will Be
preciated by All Privileged to
Partake of Delicacy.
one-ha-

ür Baby's

lf

one-hal-

!

one-hal-

;

&

Ap-

Two and
cupfuls of milk,
two tablespoonfuls of almonds, yolk
of one egg, one heaping tablespoonful
of chocolate, a few drops of red color-- ,
ing, rour tablespoonfuls sugar, one
f
and
heaping tablespoonfuls of
powdered selatln.
Blanch and chop the almonds finely,
put them into a saucepan with two
cupfuls of milk, allow to simmer very
f
gently in a double boiler for
hour, then allow to boil and strain

,

into a basin. Mix the gelatin and sugar
with the rest of the milk, dissolve
carefully, add the almond milk and let
heat a little. ' Divide into four por
tions. Put one portion in the wet
mold, set 'aside until firm; add a few
, drops of red coloring to the second,
pour it over the flst and allow it to
'
set. Stir the yolk of the egg into the
third portion and allow it to get; firm.
"Add the grated chocolate to the last
portion, stir over the fire until it near
ly boils, allow it to cool and add to
the others. Turn out when firm.
This dessert appears most
when molded in a brick or square
mold. It can be sliced at the table or
Dlaced on dates before serving. It is
delicious when served with whipped
'
cream or crushed fruit.
Care should be taken to see that the
gelatin when poured in the mold is
just ready to set, as the heat from one
layer will melt the other. If the gela
tin' tVinf haa nnr hoon mnlnen heCOTHeSM
'stiff it should be heated gently until it
, reaches the point where it was just
ready to jelly.

remedy than
"1

' Purchase two pounds beef! chuck,
round or shortrib end.
Wipe the meat with a wet cloth and
cut into small pieces, put on to boil
with three quarts of ' boiling water,
hours.
f
boil slowly, one and
Remove five cupfuls of the stock to a
sauceDan for your soup.
To the meat add one cupful carrot,
half cupful cut onion, one cupful to
mato sauce, one cupful cut potatoes,
one tablespoonful of salt and quarter
teasDonful of white pepper.
If there id not enough stock, take
one cupful of the carrot stock.
minutes, tyix one
Boil forty-fiv- e
tablespoonful. of flour with a little
cold water and add to the stew.
Serve on platter,, putting the car
rots and potatoes around the edge
and the meat in the center, pour
gravy over all and sprinkle with one- tablespoonful chopped parsley. tar
nish with a few sprigs of parsley. ..

try any other

t
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iA;UMess;;;our
Physician Prescribes it ?
Remember there is nothing injurious in CASTORI A if it bears

'

the signature of

STEW MUCH LIKED IN FRANCE
Beef With Assorted Vegetables Makes
a Dinner Dish That Is Among
the Best of the Kind.

mm

Then why

It is more to you than your own.

.

;

SPAKISII-AMIRICA-

never in bulk, or otherwise;

Sold only ri one size bottle,

toprotett the babies.

The Centaur Company,

one-hal-

i

v

Prta't

Civic Service for Children.
Befitting Punishment .
,
Civic work by children has grown
Edith The wretch! So he actually
proposed to both of us! Oh, I wish apace and the youngsters have taken
we could think of some way to punish effective part in 'many a "swat the
;
fly" campaign or "cleanup" day. The
him!,
Madge We can; you marry him, American Civic association has recently organized' a department of Junior
dear..
Civic leagues' under the chairmanship of Maude Van Buren. It aims' to
Fully Equipped.
youngster develop good 'citizenship by emphafound
,.

the
Bennle's mother
fastening bits of candle to the backs
of the geese.
"What in the world are you doing,
;
child?" she asked.
"They've got honkers in fiont," said
Behnie. "so. I'm. fixing them up with
,

.

Foamy Sauce.
:
Beat the yolk of one egg until thick
'
threeadd
and
and
fourths cupful of powdered sugar, grad- ..Experience would fail as a teacher
ually, while beating constantly. Mix in a correspondence school.
cupfu of powdered sugar,
one teasnoonful of corn starch, and one- eighth teaspoonful of salt and pour
cupful of scalded
f
on gradually
milk. Cook in double boiler ten min
utes, stirrring constantly until mixture
thickens, and afterward occasionally.
Combine mixtures and add half
of vanilla, the' grated rind of
lemon and the white of otie
'.
egg, beaten until stiff. t '
tail-lights.-

lemon-colore-

one-fourt-

-

;

d

h

one-hal-

tea-spoonf- ul

one-fourt-

h

'

Creamed Spinach.
Wash, cook, drain and chop fine one-ha- lf
peck of spinach. In a saucepan
melt one tablespoonful of butter, add
one tablespoonfut.of flour, one-haof salt, and
pepper', and . cook for two
minutes.-- ' Gradually stir in three-until
fourths f a cupful of rich milk
ennthlv thickéned, add the spinach.
draw to one Side and simmer- gently
for tea minutes. serve on toast
one-thir- d

'

c--

'"

tea-spoonf- ul

tea-spoonf- ul

cal

SPECIAL TO WOMEN

sizing the spirit of civic sertice and
familiarizing the children, with the The most economical, cleansing and
germicidal of all antiseptics Is
simple municipal ordinances which affect the child's everyday lifei Home
gardening is promoted by the depart'''C.V'j'
ment.'
i...;
V--'- -

,

Sure Thing.
A soluble Antiseptic Powder to
is blind," quoth the sage.:
homely
girl
is
worth a bo dissolved in water as needed.
ilt is if, a
milíion dollars,"; replied the fool.'
As á medicinal antiseptic for douches
In treating catarrh, inflammation or
ulceration of nose, throat, and that
caused $7 feminine ills it has no equal.
For ten years the Lydla E. Pinkham
Medicine Co. has recommended Paxt'ina
in their private correspondence with,
women, which proves its superiority.
Women who' have been cured say
it is "worth, its weight in gold." iAt
druggists. 50c. large box, or by mail.
The Pasted Toilet Co,, Boston, Mass.
' "Love
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no more necesaanr

Smallpox. Army
bas demonstrated
almost
miraculous effi
the
cacy, and barmlenness, of Antityphoid Vaccination.
Be vaccinated NOW by your physician, you and
your family. It Is more vital than bouse Insurance.
Ask your physician, drugeUt, or send for "Have
you bad Typhoid?" telling of Typhoid Vaccine,
results from use, and danger from Typhoid Carriers.
THE CuTTCIl LA60RAT0RY,
bcrroxy,
W. S. SOV. UCtNtS
MODUCINS VACCINtS a SERUMS UHDI

TYPHOID

Riflcs For All Kinds of Hunting.

Winchester rifles are not the choice cf any one special class, but of all
intelligent sportsmen who go to the woods, the plains, or tba mountains
in quest cf game. They are designed to handle all calibers and types of
cartridges, 'to' meet the requirements of all kinds of 6hooting, and can always
be counted cm to shoot where they are pointed when the trigger is pulled.
"Winchester
Sea and 'Winchester cartridges, are- made for one another.

dboou
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HAVE YOU ANY?
WRITE US.

Coyne Brothers
H8

VY.

SOUTH WATER STR., CHICCC

-
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'FSEBty SendnameandaJdressonapc&ilcjrdforaurlarw'llustratzlcatalosnu.
- NEW HAVEN, OONN.
CO.,
tVIMOMESTER REPEATfNQ
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SPANISH AMERICAN

Suffice

that the democratic

CP&insn-AIIEKICA-

Professional Cards

Church Directory

to say
party in
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UNION SUNDAY SCHOOL
Mora County is alive to the situation and is in line with our Meets each Sunday at 10, A. M.
Irvin Ogden, Sr.
Your
strenuous Governor and the Na- at Christian Churcn.
Editor aod Publisher
presence
is necessary.
' Physician and Surgeon
tional Administration in willingRev. G.B.Hall,. Supt, Local burgeon E.P. & S.W.
Subscript
$1.50 Per Year
ness to assume the responsibility
at of modern government.
Entered aa second-clas- s
. matter
;.V"vv Rv- - "i-CATHOLIC
N.
Roy,
M.
in
postoffice
the
Office
Mass once each month at the
This end of Mora County showFairview Pharmacy '
ed its patriotism, interest in re Catholic Church. Dates announc
form and loyalty to the State and ed in advance.
ROY, NEW MEXICO
National administration by send- Rev. Fr. Ant. Cellier.
Priest jn charge,
ing representatives to the Mora
County Convention, .The
I
consisting of Atty. J. B.
Presbyterian,
Lusk, Prof. J. E. Russel, M. N.
Physician and Surgeon
Sermon every third Sunday
Baker and Irvin Ogdén Sr. startOffice At
Residence,
ed with Jess Davenport 'and his at 7.30 P.M. at Christian Church.
ROY, NEW MEXICO ;
auto Sunday morning at 9 o'clock
J. S. Russel, Pastor.
and rolled into Mora after a
9
BAPTIST
plearant and safe trip at 8, P.M.
A. S. HANSON
arriving home again Tuesday
First Sunday in each month.
evening.
Nota u y Public
Servicf 11 Al M., 7.30, P. M.
The trip required travel in
Lejral documents and papers
Rev R. A. Prick , Pastor.
acknowledged.
three counties and through four
towns and live villages and coverKOY,
NEW MEXICO
ed a distance of 130 miles which
Registered August

17. 1913.

,

M. D. GIBBS

':.''.'

:

Delé-gatia- n

T. F. SELF

:

!

.

,

.

Democratic State
Ticket

Christian

could have been shorténed ajpd

For Congressman

RevO Wrjearn, Elder

confined to this county by resort

Harvey B. Fergusson.

.

Services .fourth Lord's Day of
each month at 11 A.M. and
8 P.M. Sacrament at
. Morning Service.

wé got there

toan airship but

For Corporation Commiss'n'r just the same.
Adolfo P, Hill

!

NIW MEXICO EDITORS:
Will you please use the follow
ing, in whole or in part, and thus
help in our publicity campaign?

County Ticket
For Representatives

THE ALBUQUERQUE

Jesus M. Pacheco,
Irvin Ogden, Sr.

dbMMlTTEF .
The committee in charge of
arrangements tor theState Sun4

Of Roy,

day School Convention in Albu

Of

...

Guadalupita,

There are times in the lives of
men when mere words are inadequate to expression of thought
and sentiment and now is one of
the times when silence seems
more eloquent to the brain that
presides over the expressions of
thought in the columns of the
;

;.

.

tDi

MILLS

AUCTIONEER
I Cry Sales Everywhere.
Distance not Considered
Terms Reasonable

rectory

Satisfaction

G'r'n'fd

Homestead Lodge, No. 46
I. O. O. F.

30 Oct. 1, held

meeting on Wednesday last
with the president of the state as
sociation, Judge Pope,of Santa
Fe. in the chair.
The program of the convention
was put into pretty compléte sh
ape, though many details yet re
main to be arranged.
All New Mexico Suuday Schools

.

The splendid endorsement of are entitle to representation in
-the Editor and the principles he the Convention and no limit is
placed on the number of dele
has espoused, in the action of the
Democratic Convention at Mora gates,that may be sent. All re
Monday can but be gratifying. gularly elected and accredited
This and the fulfillment of other delegates will be' provided with
long cherished dreams, seem to free entertainment for lodging
till the cup of life to overflowing and breakfast during their... stay.
and whatever of grief, of loss, of
persecution and Injustice the $5.00 REWARD for return of
past has held for
of one sorrel mare four years old
and branded J. P. on sheulder.v
ill may be destined for the
-

Meets every Wednesday evening
1. O. O. F. Hall, Koy, IN. M.

Uiited States

at

Cc

Visiting members always welcome
Wm. 3. Johnson.
H. Goodman
Secretary.
Noble Grand.

are living

with

Rov.
W

Harmony Rebekah
Lodge No. 24. D. of R.
Meets in I. O. O. F. Hall, Roy, N. M.
1st. and 8d. Friday evening of each
month, Visiting members always wel-

W

Miss.

Blanche Kitchell,

Attorney

at Law,

..

Prompt and Careful Attention
Given all. Business Entrusted
.

r

CampNo.14361

1

'l; to me.

'

'

New, Mexico,

'

Modern Woodmen
of America
,

4

New Mca.

J; B. LusK,

N. G.

Secy.

Spanish-America-

:

come.

Miss. Grace v. Collins,

PROOFS

ETC.

J. FLOERSHEIM

us-whate-

we

tnmissioner

FIUNGS- - CONTESTS

Office

,

fu-tnr-

NEW MEXICO

;

querque, Sept.

S--

Lodge

Col.
P. O. WHITE

Notary Public

e,

now in, the

living present, aad living strenu
ously, We don't happen to think
of any one just now with whom we
would care to trade places.

Apple and Co.
Roy N. M.

,
;

.

'

of Rheumatism.
Muscular rheumatism of the shoul
der and upper arm may be produced
by (Sitting in a draughty train or near
t
that the report of an open window, or by a wetting much
In the same way as chronic rheuma
the Democratic Convention at tism
is provoked by cold and damp.
Mora Monday is so incomplete And, again, cold and damp, combined
in this issue. It will be remem with errors or diet, are the main
bered we were there among peo- causes -- of rheumátoid arthritis, or
rheumatic gout.
Cause

We-regre-

H ARRY WOODWARD

Harness and Shoe Shop
Repairing a Speciality
Goods
Bought and Sold

Also Second-Han-

Conveyances and transfers. Prompt
' ness
and care in all matters.

d

All Work Guaranteed

ple and names unfamiliar to ns
1
and we were obliged to. depend
upon others for the record of, the v Methods of the Wro,t doer.
M.H.KOCH
A
"
wrongdoer,
is
man
a
often
that
Convention. The difficulty and nam
Licensed Embalmer
left something nndune, not al Funeral Director
delay of getting mad around f rojn ways he that hath done
something.
TUCUB!CAS!r N. M.
t
PHONE 118
"Mora accounts for the absense of Marcus Aurelius.
much of the interesting detail of

W.H. WILLCOX
;

United States
Land Commissioner

v..'V:'.V ROY, N. M.

i

:

Filings, Contests and. Proofs.
Careful and competent services rendered m all land matters.
-

.

.
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SPANISH-AMERICA-

DAIRYiriG

STATE NEWS
GROWTH OF INTEREST IN MILCH
CATTLE ENCOURAGING.

OF INTEREST TO ALL
NEW MEXICO

President of State Fall Commission
Predicts That It Will Become One
of State's Leading Industries.

Western Newspaper Union New Service.
DATES FOR COMINO EVENTS

juan County Fair at
County Fair at Farming-ton- .

Sept.

16-1- 8.

Western Newspaper Union News Service.

.

Sept.

Quay County Fair' at

23-2- 5.

ri.

Albuquerque. That New Mexico 18
Curry County Fair at Clo- - to become one of the chief dairy farm- Colfax County Fair at ing states or the Union la the conti
SDrinsrer.
nent prediction of President Ralph C,
Oct.
Ana County Fair at
Ely of the State Fair Commission,
Las Cruces.
Oct.
34th Annual New Mexico himself a practical
dairyman and
fctate Fair, Albuquerque.
Oct. 19. Live Stock and Products Ex- owner of a herd of pure blooded Jerposition at Roswell.
seys on his farm near Deming. The
Nov.
Meeting State Teachers'
State Fair Commission has been pushAssociation at Albuquerque.
ing the organization of the New Mexi
Luna county is to have an agricul- co dairymen' association. A secretural expert.
tary has been employed whose entire
A city manager for Santa Fó has duty is confined to organization woiir
been proposed.
and the encouragement of
in the expense of breeding up the
The new Santa Fé depot for Silver
dairy
herds of the various farming disCity is on the wav.
tricts.
Over 13,000 sheep, valued at $40,000,
Information being gathered by the
will be pastured near Roswell
association, for presentation to a
Big improvements have been made state dairymen's convention, to be
in the San Miguel county roads.
during
held in Albuquerque Oct.
Four car3 of cantaloupes are shipped the státe fair contains some interestdaily from the Fort Sumner section.
ing facts about the development of the
Work on the new dam and reservoir dairy industry in the state during the
for the city water works at Raton has Past five years, at which tim there
was one creamery in New Mexico;
begun.
Bm,th of Twrfna !arfi small plant which confined itself to
Th farm
tn hav mmi ,fQ HoUvrv RPrviofl supplying a small part of the local de
mand. As against a production of
i
t
creamery butter of practically nothing
Tnere are 197,000 horses on tne five years ago, New Mexico cream
farms of the state and they are val- eries in the
year, to July 1,
'
;
ued at $10,835,000.
v
paid to farmers and dairy farmers, for
of 900,000 bushels' is cream or butter fat an average of
An apple-croestimated. by the Department of Agri $12,000 a week, or approximately $600,- culture for New Mexico this year.
000.
T. P. Scarborough of Des Moines
sold to J. N. Porterfield, of Dublin,
Charged With Killing Wife. ,
Tex., a half section of land for $10 per
Raton. John Towndrow is charged
""
acre.
'
with a fearful crime at the Towndrow
James L. Gill, for ten years city home on Johnson Mesa, his wife being
marshal of Silver City, died in Los found dead, lying on the f loon in the
Angeles, Cal., of a complication of home, with head and shoulders
diseases.
wrapped in a table cloth and burned
Portales had a bad fire in which to a crisp. Evidence showed the worn
Joe Addington's saloon and the an had been beaten almost to a pinn
Strickland and Bland grocery were and blood on the floor of three rooms
'
showed there had been a frightful
destroyed.
Taos will this fall have a regularly struggle. Evidently the cloth had
graded high school department in been" soaked in oil and set afire.
connection with its primary and Towndrow was arrested after the
coroner's jury charged him with the
grammar departments.
crime.
The treasury department has is- , sued a charter to, the American Na
Flood Report Exaggerated.
tional bank of Tucumcari, whose cap
City. Rumors of; a flooct
Silver
$25,000.
stock
is
ital
which
devastated the town of
had
Game and Fish Warden Trinidad C.
Mogollón
Silver City
current
were
de Baca has appointed Clifford Curry
past
days.
A message
during
few
the
a deputy game vJarden and license col
at thai
Julius
Schwarz
received
from
counlector at San Patricio, Lincoln
place stated that there had been
flood but that no particular damage
A dispatch from Clovis says that
had been done and the report that che
T. R. Morton, a Kansas cattle buyer,
water was from two to four feet deep
purchased the steers and calves from
stores wis untrue.
the Daunelly and McLendon ranchea
;
for $32,500.
Republicans Name Hernandez.
Representatives from Dallas, Tex.,
Santa Fé. Benigno C. Hernandez of
are at Hagerman, securing the apple
crop of that section ,6f New Mexico. Rio Arriba county was nominated by
Three cars of the fruit were shipped the Republicans for Congress, and
State Corporation Commissioner Hugh
a few days ago. .
t
L. Williams as candidate for the corThe annual convention of the New poration commission. W. H. Andrews
Mexico Medical Society, Consider id
was
only opposing candidate
the strongest professional organisa whose the
was placed bef&re the
name
tion in the state, will be held at Albu
convention.
querque, during the state fair, Oc:.
Sept.
vis.
Sept.

24-2- 6.

"

25-2- 6.

0.

.

23-2- 5.

.

.

(

0

1913-191- 4

.
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Duck Season Opens Oct. 1.
Santa Fé. The wild duck season in
New Mexico ha3 been changed by an
order of the Department of Agricul
ture in Washington, it win open uci
1 and close Jan. 16, Instead of openin
Sept. 1 and closing Dec. 16.

.

.

-

'

0

,v
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TAXES SHOW PROSPERITY.

Hobo Diplomacy.

Hungry Hawkins Do yer mean to
say ye got a square meal o' dat sour
woman?
Diplomatic Mike Sure!
Hungry Hawkins Yer a wonder.
How'd yer do it?
Diplomatic Mike When she opened
de door I sez: 'Is yer mother at home,

Internal Revenue Receipts Pass Mil
lion Mark; Personal Incomes Pay
$111,877 to. Uncle Sam.

miss?'"

Washington. A large increase In
internal revenue receipts in both Colorado and Wyoming, is shown by the
annual report of the commissioner of
internal revenue. These two states
comprise the internal revenue district

Wells on America.'
I came to America balancing betwéen hope and spekticism. The Eu
ropean world is full of the criticism
of America; and, for the matter oi
that, America, too, is full of it; hos
tility and depreciation prevail over
much; for, in spite of rawness and ve
hemence and a scum of blatant, oh!
quite asinine folly, the United States ol
America remains the greatest country
in the world and the living hope oi
mankind. It is the supreme break with
the old tradition; it is the freshest
and most valiant beginning that has
ever been made in human life. From
"The Passionate Friends."

Colorado receipts for the fiscal year
ending June 30 last, were $1,079,884.12,
as against $943,793.27 during the previous fiscal year. Wyoming's receipts
were $109,197.06, as against $09,483.35
during the previous fiscal year.
Colorado contributed to the receipts
of the government during the last fis
cal year, $117,967.78 in corporation excise tax,- $220,785.02 in corporation income tax, and $111,877.30 in Individual
income tax. Wyoming contributed $13,- 022.07 in corporation excise tax, $48,-- "
124.07 in corporation income tax, and
$7,533.49 In Individual income tax.
Treasury officials are gratified that
Colorado's total receipts have passed
the million dollar mark.

,

of Colorado-- .

H. G.

-

-

SISTER'S TRICK
But It All Came Out Right.

felt

Fully Accredited

If you are looking for a real
How a sister played a trick that
good school for your son or
fiend
daughter to attend, yon will
brought rosy health to a coffee
do well to Investigate The
Is an interesting tale;
CENTRAL BUSINESS COLLEGE
lwi"ini)P
"I was a coffee fiend a trembling.
201 16th Stroet. Denver,
Colo. Write today for catalog
nervous, physical wreck, yet clinging
to the poison that stole away my
strength. I mocked at Postum and
'
DENVErI
1
would have none of it.
UNIVERSITY OF
"One day ,my sister substituted a
cup of piping hot Postum for my morn
DEPARTMENTS AT UNIVERSITY PARK:
ing cup of coffee but did not tell
Warren Academy
College of Liberal Arts
what it was. I noticed the richness
Summer School
Graduate School
'coffee'
of it and remarked that the
DEPARTMENTS IN THE HEART
OF DENVER l
tasted fine but my sister did not tell
School of Commerce
School
Jiaw
Denver
fear
for
me I was drinking Postum
Saturday College
.Dental School
more.
any
might not take
The Registration Day for the
Fall Semester Are Sept. 7 and 8.
"She kept the secret and kept giv
Inquiries of any character will
ing me Postum instead of coffee until
be answered In the first mail
I grew stronger, more tireless, got a
when addressed to
THE CHANCELLOR. University
better color In my sallow cheeks ana
Park, Colorado.
a clearness to my eyes, then she told
health-givinme of the
she had given
me in place of my morning coffee.
WOLCOTT
"From that time I became a disciple
The West's Leading School for Girls.
Equipment. Fully Acof Postum and no words can do Jus
credited. High' Grade. Opens Sepcereal
good
this
telling
the
tice in
tember 16th. Catalogue on request.
drink did me. I will not try to tell it,
Address WOLCOTT SCHOOL
for only after having used it can one
Department A, Denver. ' Colorado.
be convinced of its merits.
Ten days' trial shows Postum's pow
er to rebuild what coffee haB destroy
nerve-strengtheni-

g,

life-sav- er

SCHOOL

Up-to-da- te

ed.

-

'

WANT TO SELL

Homestead Relinquishment; 3 miles from Laramie,
Wyo., with live atocle and farming Implemento.
Improvements, etc., worth Í35O0. 11500 cash takes
jt. For further particulars write P. O. B. 74 Denver

Name given by Poatum Co., Battle
Creek. Mich. Read "The Road to
Santa, Fé is stirred by anonymous
Wellville," in pkgs.
letters addressed to Judge John K
TENTS
WALL
. Postum comes In two forms:
McFie, president of the Law and Or
7x7-ft. wall, 10 oi. . .'$6.15
boil
well
10 07.. . .
8x10-Postüm--mu8.40
wall,
st
ft.
be
Regular
der League, and to officials in which
10x12-ft. wall, 10 or. . . 10.90
25c'packages.
and
ed.
15c
10
1214-314.1
oz. . .
ft. wall
the charge is made that the saloons
THE BROOKS TENT
AWNING CO.
Instant Postum is a soluble powdo not observe the Sunday cIobíe
Arapahoe St., Denver, Col.
1665
quickly
der. A teaspoonful dissolves
; , ;
law;
; ' ':
LIVE MAN familiar with country
in a cup of hot water and, with cream
A vineear factory ia sroine UD at
Telephone Rates to Be Adjusted.
methods to Invent In ourbuslnem.
sugar, makes a deliciouB beverage
and
Salary liso
Permanent position.
Mvnaus. wnicn win emmov twenty
Silver City. The State Corporation instantly. 30c and 60c tins.
monthly. Investor should be willing to learn office
or traveling end of business later take charge of
hands. It is exrjected to turn out 300,- - Commission in an opinion recom
The cost per cup of both kinds is branch office. BIO PROFITS CEHTAIN. P. o.
000 gallons of vinegar annually,, be mended a readjustment of the tele
BOX. 74, DENVER, COLORADO
about the same.
sides table and commercial oil
phone rates between Silver City and
a Reason" for Postum.
"There's
CCUIt í I with 20 words for an advertising slide
pickles, preserves, etc. The vinegar Moeollon and Cooney. ninety miles
shows of your own town.
sold by Grocers. din1).USMITHfor the picture
CO.. 2408 10th Street, DKNVKB
H.
is to be made from water mejons that distant.
are being grown on 3,000 acres.
-

0.

V

since-1910-

:,

PEOPLE

Sept.

Europe always did have an unpar Sugar Beet Crop Lowest Since 1910.
Washington. With the price of
alieled display of ruins to exhibit.
sugar higher than in many years, inTen smiles for a nickel. Always buy Eeá dications are that the country's sugar
Cross Bag Blue; have beautiful, clear beet crop this year will be the small.
white clothes. Adv.
est,
A forecast, of 4.S2G,-00tons: was announced by the Det Preferring His Suit.
partment of Agriculture. Last year
Cynthia Oh, Tom, think of coming the production was. 5,Gá9,000' tons; in
to ask papa's consent in such shabby 1912, 5,224,000 tons, and in, 1911, 5,- '
V'"
clothes!
,.v;"":; yOC2,000 tons.
.
Tom
right I had one
That's
all
.'
i
.; ;
suit ruined. Judge.
Fifty Miners Killed.
' Denver. Exactly the same number
YOUR OWN DRUGGIST WILLTELL TOU
Try Murine Mye Remedy for Bed, Weak, Watery of miners were killed
in the coal
Byes and Granulated Hyellds: No Smarting
for Book of toe Kyi mines of the state up to Aug. 1, 1914,
lust Kye Comfort. Write
by mall Free. Marine My Remedy Co., Chicago,
as during the same period in 1913.
The total is fifty for each period.
.' Fame, Not Money.
"I want to use a man for $20,000 for During the first seven months of 1913
breach of promise," said the chorus the number of miners employed aver
aged 13,235, while, the average for the
girl.
same period in 1914 was 9,520. With
"All right," said the lawyer.
"I want to assure you that it is not much less tonnage produced and fewer
men employed, the . same number
the money I'm after."
Mainly the noto were killed in 1914 as in'1913.
"I .understand.
riety."

8
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SPANISH-AMERICA!-

Business Cards

C

Drl S. Locke, D, J)'. S.

Everbody Reads
THE JOURNAL Tucumcari Hospital

0f

Why? Because it Prints
Today's News ' Today
and Lots of it. And because it is independent
in politics an'd wears the
collar of no political par- -

Will be in ROY S ü O N
to do your Dental work.
ble
Watch this Space For

n

:.

Dates-Dependa-

60 cts.

o

Work .at Reasonable Prices.
Teeth Extracted Without Pain.

II

II

CD c

A ft

Largest

X-Ra-

Coil in N.

y

M

Graduate Nurses.

'

Drs. Noble & Doughty,

TUCUMCARI,

':

:

N. M.

THE ROY

BARBER SHOP
C. A. ARMOUR, Prop.

Albuquerque
Morning Journal

30E
.rtw.v Ai A

MONTH

BY MAIL

Of fice with Dr. M. D. GIBBS.
) O

A

Modern Equipment,

New Bath Room and

up-to- .

date Fixtures.
A modern Barber Shop.

Roeq Reeder and Wm. Nugen
came in from Oklahome

oooooooocxxxxxxxxxxxxdooooo

Wed-nesdii-

TONAL!

y.

The former to harvest

his feed crop and, the latte to
build a house, on his claim.
They say the lirst green feed
U. S. Commissioner' F. H. Fos they saw on the trip was here on
SPANISH-AMERICA- Nter was the, busiest man in town the mesa.
propfst(
finul
five
with
Thursday
J. S. Albertson, cf Mills is contake. They were tire Fie i ss Bros.
V
Mctfrath
Alfredo
Schlitz,
of
put
preposition
sidering
the
Mrs.
Weekly in Northeastern New Mexico
and Jim Ciiristman.
tiny in a stock of jewelry, watchBest
. Carlos Branch and Ben Patton es etc.- at the Fairview Pharmacy
returned from, their visit in Den- and becoming a citizen of Roy.
ver Monday. .They reporta fine He is a son of the man 'who con
time and declare Denver one fine tení plates starting ti news paper
ut!2 SI
bt Mi'ls and came recently from
town.
H utchison,, Kansas.
L.
of
Pharma
student
is
also
mares
He
cy
I
fpsn
Wanted ,,.to,.
loop
lbs. aiso acy and has had three yea is exyoung and weight
want to buy wagon will pay right perience in a' drug store. Be
Hunting Licenses Executed
sides that he is a Pitcher from a
Vrices. Address:
Frank J. Lukasek fast amateur Base Ball team and
Everybody desiring to carry a gun for any purpose
,
RoyN. M, is interesting to our b(ys at
must secure a Hunting License whether he hunts on
presentías a possible addition to
:,;,;?,
i pd
.'y the team. We shall welcome his own property or elsewhere.
Mr. Albertson to Roy rand offer
Alberto and Joaquin Sandoval him a strenuous life if he, meets
Mr. Beeth of Tucumcari and a
of Las Vegas were guests in)Roy all our expectations.
'
'"
party of friends in two autos
Sunday,
were out tramping Sunday via.
Roy. Springer, Las Vegas, and
home another route.. He was
READ THE
driving a big VStudebaker G."

TA

'

HE:

"'

'

ne

-

$1.50 PER YEAR

Hanson
A.
Deputy State Game Warden

,

.

t

,

i

;

T5he

Oriental
Hotel,

Mrs. S. Tyler,

3

HERALD

LB00UER0UÉ

News of the World by Associated Press Leased Wire.
News of New. Mexico and Eastern Arizona by Special
..

.

'

,

Corre-spomknt-

s.

,

Dally Sto'ck Market Quotations, including Cattle, Sheep, Hogs,
'
Hay ui d Grain.
FAIR IN POLITICS; DEMOCRATIC IN PRINCIPLE..;
,

Euf racio Gallegos drove to Las
Vegas in his auto last week.
Near that town he met with an
accident driving his c'ar ovér the
end of'abridge and landing inths
arroyo below. The car was bad
ly wrecked but no one seriously
hurt. He bought a Ford to return home in and left the bur car
otVegas to be repaired.
.

IT HAPPENS

ALL THE NEWS THE DAY

ALL THE NEWS THE WAY IT HAPPENS

Favorable train service places the REGULAR EDITION of the
In most parts of the state ahead of
AlbuqiiKrque Evening Herald
'
'
paper.
every other daily
,
'

'
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S6eyariety
.

Machine
Works,

C. E Anderson (Si Sons. Propr's,
Well Equipped with Power Machinery
'
for all kinds of Shop work

.

there.
'

THE EVENING HERALD

Best of Service.
Reasonable Rafes. .

New Management,

Dr. Gibbs was called to
'
pana Tuesday t6 render professional aid to Mrs. Davis, wife of General Blacksmithing,
TP.rirrírm an1 A nrnmnVilln Wfwlr
a track foreman now stationed
Cam-

:

Proprietress

Wagon and Carriage Work
a Specialty. -

'
.

i

Mr. and Mrs. Chas. Burton, of
Shoeing, Pump and Pipe-FittinSolano, were, in Roy Wednesday Horse
Band-saand Planer
They are
after á Corn-binde-

g.

r.

ALBUQUERQUE,

50 Cents per Month

NEW MEXICO.

-

f 5.00 per Year

netting anxious to get their feed Work.
'
crop harvested before, frost and
it is so heavy they can not nan'
die it with their grain binder. ,:

'

AH

Work Guaranteed,

Roy, New Mex--

filíS BPANISÍLAMERidAÍ?.
t

SH

men trooping back to the House Wednesday, and the roll call Bhowed 267
of the 435 in their seats, the greatest

THE WORLD III

.,

Water Is Good Medicine

Toronto shirt factories are busy
toanufacturlng 30,000 gray flannel
ihlrts for the Canadian contingent.
Hawaiian islanders are looking for
ward to a tremendous boom in the
;errltory following the opening of the
Panama canal.
The Norwegian steamer Gottfried
was blown up in the North sea by a
floating mine. Eight members of her
:rew lost their lives.
The American minister, Ira Nelson
Morris, with his family, has arrived
it Stockholm after a good-- voyage
from England to Bergen, Norway.
The Amsterdam Telegraat says that
a. BDecIal train' left
Berlin with 800
Americans for Rotterdam, from which
port they win return to me uuwu
States.
Negotiations are in progress be
tween the Canadian government and
the Chinese republic with a view to an
agreement for control of Chinese immigration into Canada.
The Kaiser Wilhelm de GroBse was
sunk off the west coast of Africa by
the British cruiser High Flier. The
steamer, recently used as an auxiliary
cruiser, cost about $4,000,000.
The wheat crop has been harvested
throughout France, according to mior
mation collected by the government.
The cutting of the oat crop is well aa
vanced. Beets are in splendid condi

Manv oeoola who hare weak kidneys fall

to appreciate how much water can do for
number in weeks.
pood to drink water
theinbut while It ispure
water. In many
freely, it must be
The pending administration Philip
or alkaline water starts
sections,
lime
tlie
pine bill was urged as an imperative
kidney trouble of Itself.
necessity, and as in accord with Fili
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inary disorders nr8tappear,taKe.uoan'sana
be sure to assist the kidneys by drinking
A BRIEF
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plenty of pure water. Prompt treatment will
affairs committee.
Mulattos danger of grarel, gout, rheumatism.
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regular army discharged for disability
I suffered from sharp
00ING3 AND HAPPENING9 THAT are afflicted with mental disease,
pains througtt my
loins and ray head
Capt. Edgar King of the army medical
MARK THE PROGRESS
I had dlííy
iached.
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corns, reported. The, discharge rat9
spells and sometimes
OF THE AGE.
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on this account is higher than any
badly I could hardly
'
walk. Alter treatother cause.
ment at a hospital
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a
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removed every symp
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ment merchant ships to meet the
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Frank Ileldt, alleged murderer
emergency of war In Europe was up
f-t rw.. .1 An Store. 50 a Box
Louise Mick, a young heiress, hange-- for consideration in the House and
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art
himself in the county jail at Schuyler, ready for immediate submission to the
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Neb.
.'.
FOSTERrMILBURN CO, BUFFALO. N.Y.
Senate.
At Chicago, Hale . Holden was
Advocates of Jail sentences for trust
elected Dresident of the Chicago. Bur law breakers won a victory in the
Perhaps Too Realistic.
llngton & Qulncy railroad to succeed Senate and. by a vote of 29 to 21, in
theatrical manager
A
the late Darius Miller.
corporated in the pending Clayton bill
was watching his stage manager drill
An involuntary petition in bank a provision to make violations of the
some "supers" who were to represent
ruotcy was filed against the B. A "tying" contract section punishable
an army,
Lockwood Grain Company at Dea by imprisonment.
"Not a bit like it!" he exclaimed.
Moines, la. Assets are given at $350,'
Bv a vote of 163 to 81 the House tion.
"Why don't you try to look like real
000 and liabilities at $250,000.
struck out of the railway mail pay bill
.
Thfl government of Brazil has is soldiers?"
all
'
removing
amendment
Cullop
Skunk
ifl
the
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Two were drowned
The stage manager approached him.
sued a decree sanctioning the emission
"They are real soldiers!" he whis
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local,
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The
amount
pered.
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overturned.
boat
bv Congress the
and Miss Zetta service. The bill was then passed. It duced from 300,000 to 250,000 contos
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Miller, twenty. Both lived at New revives the present system of com (approximately $133.250,000).
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mitins compensation of railroads
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S.
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and prescribes an
secretary of war at Washington, who
At Butte, Mont., more than one carrying the mail,
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for
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thousand
funds to Berlin for the relief of hair was dry and falling out and my
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Western Federation of Miners return presented a protest at the State De- the German government.
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Ing to work.
partment against what' he termed a
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measure
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off my scalp and could be seen in my
iniured. Secretary Bryan was very part.
party.
hair.
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Informal celebrations throughout reticent in discussing the attitudepro"I saw Cuticura Soap and Ointment
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in the newspaper so 'I
advertised
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York
International law
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Officers and Stockholders

Roy Telephone Company
J.J.

H. B. JONES. President.
C, L. JUSTICE. Cashibb,
IGNACIO MAESTAS.
Dr. P. B.EVANS,
C. E. Mo GINNIS. Attorney.
Directors.
W. H, FUQUA.

Taylor, Mgr.

(Oitr 3mntatfam

and Mosquero, on the South.
Now connected
Taylor and Springer,
Chico,
Mills, Abbott, Jaritas,
,
on the North
:
with-Solan-

:

.

.

.

Now is the time that you

Connected with all Bell Long Distance
Telephone Lines

Realize on your season's work .
As you sell your grain, stock,
Or produce, place yoiir money
On open account with a reliable Bank.

Do your business by phone and get your answer at same

time and save telegraphic delays.

Office and EXCHANGES AT

ROY, N. M.
Local Reidtice
$1.50 per mo.

Pay your bills by check, which
Makes the best Jcind of receipt,
And avoid the worry and danger
Attending the carrying of large
Sums of money.

Local Butinet
$2.50 per m

Private Line
$3.00 per mo.

.

We are in receipt of a casd an

nouncing the birth of Miss Har.
weight 8 lbs..
riet Nelson-Upton- ,
at the home of Mr. and Mrs.
.
.
Donald P. Upton at Roswell, New
Mexico. We congratulate the
little lady on her choice of ahorne
and'trust she may fulfill the fond
Mrs. Judy advises us of the
est expectations of the parents.
death of her sister, M rs. Rupert,
at her home in San Augustine, Miss Mable Russel and her lit
Texas Aug. 13th.
are guests at
tle sister
Mrs. Rupert willbe rememberthe C. A. Armour home in Roy
ed as the brave little lady who this week. Little Mary Duncan
came here two years ago and
came with them and is getting ac
made such a heroic fight against
quainted with her little friends
"The White Plague",
'
here again..
sections
half
twenty
More than
homesteads have been filed here
Mrs. Chas. Cameron and childthe
and
days
past
ten
within the
ren arrived from Greenville.Tex-a- s
availatle land is becoming indeed
Saturday and will visit for
scarce Charlie Deaton filed a some time at the home of her
partv of four Texans Saturday parents, Mr. and Mrs. J. M.
and there are several more out Woodward. It is several years
looking.'' Texas seems to be fur since they left here but. many
nishing the majority of the home. friends remember them.
seekers at present but that is all
right so long as tbey keep the Jim Johnson came home from
quality up to the "standard of Hot Springs Arkansas Saturday

PERSONAL and
.
LUL.AL
I

'
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these already here.

t
where he has been taking
He
comes
for Rheumatism.
Roy Woods came in Friday back in tine form and his improve
from Holtville California where ment is remarkable. We hope
he has been employed for some the cure will prove permanent as
time. He reports the tempera- he is too busy a man tobe sick.
ture in that valley ranging from
'
100 at night to 120 above iu the
Hillard Rhyoe will not take
shade in the day time and so he charge of the Telephone Cencame home to get cooled off and tral as reported. He and his
sleep under blankets again. family are glad to be back from
Hé is more sure than ever that the heat and other things in Cathis is the only country to live in lifornia and remain here in future
after trying several others.
We are glad to have them home
again.
Mrs. John Shamblin saw an animal which she thought was a
F. C. de Baca, Treasurer of
Badger at their claim last week Union County, and his family
and killed it with a club. Exam- were in Roy last Friday enroute
ination proved it to be a Porcu- home from a motor trip in the
pine and she brought a bundle of mountai ns. They stopped to call
quills to prove that it was a sure on friends here a short time.
euough Porcupine. She is par
donably proud of her skill as a
C, W. B. Leathermsn was obtreat-meu-

.

k

N

hunter. 1
v
Fr. Celliar and Father, Louis
Springer
Cellar came from
Saturday and held special ser
vices at St. George's Chapel
Sunday.

liged to give up his work on the
Palace' Bar Building on account
of a serious attack of Lumbago.
He went home to Solano Sunday
to rest up.

We offer the best security with
Liberal rates of interest on

v

Time deposits.
-
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Well Cloaked.
A reforming age is always fertile
if Impostors.

Lord Macaulay.

Just as Well.
Long quaffing maketb a
-- Lyy.

ife.

,
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Her Parody.
A, little
went to Sunday
school for the first time and heard the
children singing. "Once I was blind,
but now I can see." That afternoon
her sister heard her sing: "One side
was blind, but now it can see."
four-year-ol-

d
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Samson Windmill
Stock and Storage Tanks
Deep Well Pumps
...
Gas Pibe and Fittings
.

Working Barrels and Cylinders
Well Casing Safety Flues
The Best Cream Separators made
Sold on Monthly Payments
Wagons and Farm Machinery
Gasoline Pumping Engines
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